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It is easy for an Adventist to go astray 
on the True Meaning of “SUFITOING0 or 
“TEARS IN HIS VOICE* - when he newvr .has 
been told the Truth on that Subject. 
CareftO. reading of the Testimonies will 
clearly reveal that Christ had “Tears in 

CHRIST - ??? - Hoehn Research Library Report His Voice* as He looked AT the Pharisees

receive the ARTHUR MAXWELL papers in time.) FUTURE - He SAW the utter Destruction of 
Jerusalem, the Church * and the loss of

(Ch ONE" occasion) but He did not SEE the 
Pharisees. (Church-Leaders!)
^^ ** ^^ **^^ «* ^) **

He was in VISION and He saw FAR INTO THE

DESTRUCTION of Souls that were FOOLISH 
enough to be the BLIND FOLLOWERS of the 
BLIND LEADERS’! He felt SORRY for the 
poor lost Sheep - the needless loss of 
their Souls BECAUSE they chose to Tollotf 
the BLIND LEADERS of the Church! He DID 
NOT' (Repeat: DID NOT’) He DID NOT’ feel 
sorry for the FALSE SHEPHERDS, the'DUMB" 
DOGS of the ADVENTIST CHURCH as recorded 
in T5:2HJ HE DID NOT FEEL SORRY for any 
Jewish Pharisees of His Time nor of any 
Laodicean Pharisees near the Close of 
Time! He ONLY felt sorry for the Lost 
Sheep and that is WHY He gave His LifA 
as He threw Himself AGAINST the' KILLERS 
of His Day - the CCLd Church-Leaders I 
And. that is all there is to it!
O-O-O—0-0—o 
In 1888 the Laodicean Pharisees “HATED 
IT THE MORE.... Because it was a Message 
AGAINST THEM’* TM 80. And when this 
Message comes again - it will “AGAIN BE 
HATED, REJECTED, SPOKEN AGAINST.,."by 
the Majority* of SDA Laodiceans and SDA 
Awakeners! The same as the Message of 
Luther when he finally got that Old 
Church and it’s Old Pope out of his 
mind and saw that CHRIST was the LEADER 
OF THE INVISIBLE CHURCH! And that no " 
“CASTING* out or EXCOMMUNICATION by any 
Old Church or it’s corrupt EFFEMINATE 
PRIESTS could in any way take your' Right 
to Salvation away from you. Let them 
CURSE what they want to CURSE - but in 
doing so - they are orily CURSING' - " 
o-o-o-o-b-o themselves!
And their “Blessings* if you follow THEN, 
or their “ABSOLUTION FROM SIN* is only 
setting themselves in the Judgment-Seat 
of God - but when He comes He' will RE-’ 
^CTSE the Decisions of Men! Praise God!

o-o-o-o-o-o Jerusalem, the Church - and the loss of
Now we carry on the same and related Subjects Souls after the 1,000 years - the FINAL 
which can be described' as an attempt by 
Satan to thwart the purposes of God by 
doing what he has' always done’ - building up 
some Old Reprobate Church above God & His 
Son, An Idol for men to Worship' - for in 
worshipping this - they worship themselves, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
C .A .ANDERSON - "
it seems the Spirit of God has again woriced 
on the heart of C. A .ANDERSON - in spite of" 
the Influences that Silenced him and turned 
his Soul during the DARK DAYS of the"so- 

adlled “AWAKENING.* We were hoping he 
would have enough Manhood to break the 
over-powerinp Influence of the Women who 
liked what they saw in the Revival of the 
SHEPHERD’S ROD in the so-called * AHAKENI1 
“Now the Rays of LIGHT penetrated every
where, the Truth was seen in its clearness, 
and the HONEST children of God sever the 
Bands which have held them. FAJOT5T connec- 
tiones, CHURCH relations, are powerless to 
stay them now. TRUTH is more precious than 
all besides.* GC 612. 
o-o—o—o—o-o—b 
Obtainable from: 
THE RELIGIOUS LIBERTY & TE?4FERANCE ' ASSOCA- 
TION, P.O. Box 195, TRENTON, N.J. 08602. 
“WHILE MEN SLEEP,* “WAY MARKS.* ' 
"WHY JESUS WEEPS." (Because of the coning 
"SUFFERINGS" of the Adventist ChurchJ!I’ " 
See GC 36. T5«76-8,8I,753,?II. TM' 420,373, 
H9. PK 417,715. THI90. T8i'3JT3,32,134, 
127,250. B7»I2. DA 628,232. SM2«378. T4«IgZ) 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
It is annifestLy IMPOSSIBLE for Christ to 
be “SUFFERING* because of some Old Church- 
Leaders ’Stiff-necked attitudes and for Him 
to ba “INDIGNANT* at the same Time! They 
HOPE He will “SUFFER* enough to SURRENDER!.

Report # 221,

•^220, (The 1st, two pages of this Report 
are a March 22, 1969 !!! BULLETIN
BOARD LAST-MNUTE FLYER ’’! that was meant 
to go with the Last Mailing but'we did not.

SUFFERINGS OF THE ADVENTIST CHURCH ...
* # X # # < < * * * * .v, * # * # * * * % * * * -X * -X- * * * * * tf ft * * * 4? * •:? 4

April 25, 1969. We wrote n JUSTIFICATION 
BY FAITH* - Hoehn Research Library Report 
^219, On page 24 of that Paper we remarked 
that we would carry this Subject over to 
another Paper - 
May 17, 1969. “THB “SUFFERUTGS* (???) OF



WE THANK GOD’ “
While some are Crying and Bawling because 
“A CORRUPT people has arisen?1 - “They' 
despised REPROOF” •> “SEIF* 'was too dear 
to Die” - “They nourished (SEIF), and 
it grew Strong, and they SEPARATED from' 
the peculiar people of God...” SG 25201. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
Vie will let others Cry and. Bawl about it, 

but as for us: “We all have reason to

to SAVE THE CHURCH (the “Little Flock” 
PH IL ADELIN I AN CHURCH’)(the Church of 

the 144,000’) - for the WRATH OF GOD 
must have come upon us, if these CORRUPT 
if these CORRUPT PRETENDERS had remained 
with us. Every honest one... will have 
the' TRUE LIGHT IN REGARD TO THEM, if 
every Angel from Heaven has to visit 
them.” TI:99,I00.
0—0—O—O—0—0
“AS WE NEAR THE JUDGMENT all will mani
fest their TRUE CHARACTER, and i t will 
be MADE PLAIN td what Company they be
long.” SG 2:201. TIsIOO.
o-o-o-o-o-o
According to the STEARMAN’s:
“only those who have gained the Victory 
over EVERY besetment, over Love of the 
World and over EVERY wrong word & action” 
will be accounted fit to receive this 
GREAT (jBRlNSSEAD J ) CLEANSING, PERFECTING ' 
CHANGE to their human Nature.” p.IO of 
“AN OPEN LETTER TO ALL SEVENTH-DAY ADVEN
TISTS” - IHI - 1666 South Univ. Blvd. 
Denver, Colorado 80210.

DULY - ’
We call the above a “DILLY.”
The first part is quoting the Testimonies. 
And then the words of STS ARMAN.
QUESTION:
IB you have the Victory ever “EVERY” 
besetment, over “EVERY” wrong word and 
action - then you ARE “FIT” - ! You 
NEED no “CLEANSING” - you ARE Cleansed I 
You NEED no “CHANGE11 in Character! You 
HAVE BEEN CHANGED.’!!
0—0—o—o—o— o
LIKE THIS: (NOT like the Awakeners say!) 
“Not one of us will ever receive the 
Seal of God Thile our CHARACTERS have 
one Spot or Stain upon them. IT IS LEFT 
WITH US (the Awakeners say it is left 
with. God and left till the Latter Rain! ~ 
But the Truth of God is the very Opposite) 
“IT IS LEFT WITH US to remedy 'the de-"’, 
feets in our Character, to CLEANSE the ", 
Soul-Temple of EVERY defilement. THEN...

2- (7^22I.) It must feel Good for a Proud
< *’ c ”» Advor+ist to <"0 around feeling 

l.at '"‘od and Christ are “SIM'ERING0 oh ac
count of THEM’ And “WAITING ABOUT” for THEM 
to MOVE’ Making Him DEPENDENT ON’THE ~ 
ADVENTIST CHURCH J According to the James’s 
and one Brinsmeads and the S teamans and 
the rest of the Laodicean Awakeners - 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
THE CHURCH is now not only the Saviour of 
men - but is now the Saviour of their Saviour! THANK GOD that a way has been opened 
It is up to them - to “Relieve Him? of His 
alleged, conjured up, imaginative “SUFFER-* 
INGS.” What a colossal Fabrication conjured' 
up by men driven Crazy by the Heat generated 
by their own False Theology! 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
AND AGAIN - to elevate man - they conjure up 
some “CONSCIOUS” Sins and some “SUBCONSCIOUS” 
or “UNCONSCIOUS” Sins, the latter to be 
Forgiven WITHOUT YOUR ASKING - and WITHOUT 
YOUR. KNOWLEDGE’ Even the “WORST SIN OF THE 
UNIVERSE’”* This is Faith - Fanatic Faith - 
once wedded fast to some dear Falsehood - 
hugs it to the Last! (with apologies to 
’'ROPE’S GHALWTGE.”) 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
there is not too much difference from that 

trine and the Catholic Church’s “CONFES
SIONAL” or “ABSOLUTION FOR SIN” LUTHER 
standing in the Light from Heaven - seeing

REAL Truth of the REAL Sanctuary awaken
ing Message - ATTACKED that Doctrine of’ 
o-o-o-o-o-o Devils!
In effect telling you that you do not' need" 
to Confess to God AIL your Sins and get rid 
of them ALL - but you can KEEP some of them, 
yes - according to Brinsmead in ADA you can 
keep the “WORST” of them’ ADA 21. 
0-0-0—0—0—o 
This’ is as UNCONSCIOUS and “DUMB DOG” a’ 
Docttine aa I have ever heard of! Just 
because the people LIKE it doe's not prove' it 
is RIGHT - the people of Luther’s day were 
ready to spill his Blood because he OPPOSED 
that “ABSOLUTION FOR SIN” - a mystical, ' 
ethereal vaporing that SUBCONSCIOUSLY per
mitted them to CONTINUE IN SINJ Although” 
the Catholic and the Awakener will be' the 
FIRST to deny this! Claiming it Has brought 
them to “Higher-Ground.” Like the DRUNK or 
the DOPE-FIEND on LSD - imagines his MIND 
has “EXPANDED.” ”... if their Hearts 
could be seen, they would appear as BLACK 
as ever.” PT 22. RH AI:9. They had only 
“wrapt about them a religious Garb; which 
covered up the ini.qu.ity“of a wicked Heart.” 
(Same.) LEFT OUT of EW 45.



TIL® to WAIT ABOUT11 for God and His Son 
to “SUFFER” in “ETERNAL TOTMENTS" waiting 
for the Adventist Church to act - may be 
lost TODAY and FOREVER - without any 
WAITING about it J “Those who will not' 
ACT when the Lord calls upon them', but 
who WAIT for more certain evidence and

on those FALSE PROPHETS.

3- (“221.) (yes! irtiat “THEN11 - ???) Do the UAVrrmTr?re|l +ms ? ^.ey 
• f z i ■ ’v • c’ •_ on the Truth or on a 
nebulous Mirage and a Lie - ? Which would 
make it a Doctrine of Devilsi

DOCTRINE OF DEVILSJ
“MAI.rdII stand in our Pulpits’with the 
Torch of False Prophecy in -their hands, ' 
kindled from the Hellish-Torch of "SATAN!" 
o-o-o-o-o-o TH A09» .
ABSOLUTION FROM SIN - AWAKENER STYLE* - 
is to Sell you the Idea that you can come 
to the Judgment - FILTHY, and UNCLEAN and. 
then have your Character "CHANGED" by a 
Brinsmead-Jarnes-Stearman “MIRACLE.“ This 
is much the same as the Docttine of the 
“ONLY BELIEVE11 Evangelicals vho have “GRACE" 
that will do it all and so you can, under 
their administration also: KEEP YOUR SINS’ 
This is what the Devil wants us to do - 
under one guise or another. ROMANISM - 
EVANGELICALISM - ADVENT ISM-AWAKEl'iER’ STILT. 
“THE REFORMATIONS that were show me', were 
NOT Reformations from Error to Truth, btit “

people have been Reproved has brought 
BLINDNESS and a TEARFUL DECEPTION upon 
their own Souls, making it IMPOSSIBLE 
for them to DISCRIMINATE between Ri^it 
and Wrong. They have put out their own 
spiritual eye-sight.... Read the 9th.

. chant, of Ezekiel, But the general 
slaughter of all those who do not thus 
SEE... and BEGIN at Ify Sanctuary.. • 
except ye destroy the ACCURSED from among 
you."... God is a sin-hating God. And ' 
those who ENCOURAGE the Sinner, saying, 
It is well with thee, GOD WILL CURSE." 
o-o-o-o-o-o T3:266-7,272.

o-o-o-o-o-o
“But the Wicked shall DO wickedly (the 
Awakeners say you cannot help it! This 
was the Doctrine of the Devil right from 
the Beginning.")"... the Wicked shall DO 
wickedly and NONE of the Wicked shall UN-' 
DERSTAND... But the WISE shall UNDERSTAND." 
o-o-o-o-o-o
THE SPIRIT OF ADVENTTISl^®TCY-ROmNISM.
“The spirit of HATRED which has existed 

make other souls CONTENT with their position, among some DEMISE the wrongs among GodJs 
. •. However high any MINISTER may have stood 
... if he refuses to be taught as a little 
child, he will go into DARKNESS and Satanic 
DELUSIONS and will lead others in the same 
Path.

“NOT ONE OF US will ever receive the 
Seal of God wiile our Characters have ONE 
Spot or Stain upon them. IT IS LEFT WITH US 
to remedy the DEFECTS in our Characters, to 
CLEANSE the Soul-Temple of EVERY defilement. 
THEN the Latter Rain will fall' upon us...

IT IS NOT - (ISS5)
“IT IS NOT that v?e must keep ourselves and 
our children UNSPOTTED from the World. IT 
IS NOT that ■re must wash our Robes of CHARAC- While the AFfAKENEFS promise the Adventist 
TER. and. make them White... IT IS NOT that 
we must OVERCOI®..." IT IS NOT that‘ we must 
AWAKE and make determined EFFORT. . .“TODAY11 
... What are you DOING, Brethren, in the 
Great Day of PREPARATION? Those v/ho are 
UNITING with the World are receiving the 
Worldly mold and. PREPARING for the MARK OF

THE BEAST. Those who are DISTRUSTFUL GF 
SELF... and. PBBMING their Souls by 
OBEYING the Truth - THESE are receiving 
the Heavenly mold and PREPARING for the 
SEAL OF GOD in their Foreheads. When the 
Decree' goes forth and the Stamp is im
pressed, their CHARACTER fell be CHANGED? 
like the Awakeners say?) their CHARACTER 
will REMAIN pure and spotless for Eternity. 
NOT IS THE TH® to Prepare... GO FORWARD, 
my Brethren and Sisters..• the necessity 
of IREPARATICN. Search the Scriptures 
FOR YOURSELF, that you may UNDERSTAND the 
fearful solemnity of the PRESENT Hour." 
o-o-o-o-o-o T5:213-6.
Again and. again “THE' TRUTH" is tied to
gether with the building of a CHARACTER 
by an inseparable Cord. Do you think you 
can RUUD A CHARACTER, by believing the 
AWAKENING LIES - ? You think it will 
make no Difference - V'Th’at we should 
not "Quibble over Docttine?" Then go - 
and have a REAL “AWAKENING" some Day *• 
when it will be forever TOO LATE - and 

from BAD to WORSE!" PT 22. RH AI:9. Aug,Io49. then you will turn, 
o-o-o-o-o-o THE TRUTH OF GOD: 
‘Courage, fortitude', faith, and. impO.icit 
trust in God1 s power to save DO NOT COPE INF 
A MOMENT. These heavenly graces are acquired 
by the KCPERIENCE OF YEARS. By a LIFE of 
holy endeavor and firm adherence to the 
T tght, the children of God were SEAIjING 
their destiny... There are MANY even among 
those who teach the Truth... their FA.IT;UEE 
to reach a HIGH RELIGIOUS Standard', they



L

the Death on the Cross*
THEY ADMIT - the Sabbath should be kept.

o *** o**
/'EMITTING all the “TRUTHS11 they do - if the 
Trunk of Truth is used for the Vine of Error 
to raise itself above the Ground. - it is 
like the Cid Story that POTATOES will be 
only MORE DANGEROUS if a bit of POISON is 
in the Pot • we throw the whole OUT - ! 
We do not hang on to that Pot because of 
the “GOOD® that is in it’ It is still the’ 
BEAST and the WHORE and. the Message of Rev. 
14,17,IS denounces her and her Dau^iters. 
THEBE IS NO ROOM FOR. PRAISE’

pl - 1

be v ’ IL>a?<n. 1}

It would be like praising a WHORE because 
once in a while she sleeps with her own 
c-c-o-o-c-c Husband«
WE DO NOT RECOGNIZE THIS BEAUTIFUL WHORE 
because once in a viiile - or maybe mort/ 
of the Week - she is Just like any other 
decent Woman - she only goes out once 
in a while! Nor'do we praise a man who 
only Killed once. That ONCE is enough!
C »»O—O—O—O—O
ONE YJRONG DOCTRINE is enough to lose our 
Soul. FT-YING-SAUCER. “1ESSAGES®'have only 
OLE Error in them! Yet it is from his 
Satanic Majesty IN PERSON’ NO CHURCH CP. 
SPIRITUALISTIC CULT HAS AIL'ERROR! So 
if are going to go around looking 
“for the Good® • re will find it in the 
Brothels, the Peer-Parlours, the Gun- 
Burners, we will find it EVERYWIiERE J 
Just how STUPID can you get? At the 

EATED’® Golden Calf Worship the only thing' 
“WRONG® that most of them coitld see was 
the “WRONG SPIRIT® of MosesJ He saw no 
“GOOD® in what they were up to. The 
only reason any man can. see “GOOD® in 
the Enemy Camp - is because he does’ not 
believe it is the Enemy! “Those are 
the true feelir^s’df many of OUR PEOPLE,• 
And SATAN EXUITS... He has deceived THEM; 
benumbed their Sensibilities, and planted 
his Hellish-Banner RIGHT IN THEIR MIDST, 
and they are so completely deceived' that 
they know not that it is he,® T2:4Z0, 
F J? .BUSH SAYS:
®My point is: We must acknowledge this 
beauti.flit ’ truth REGARDLESS of where it 
will lead.® u.7. IHI Calif, paper. 
MY NOTES IN THAT BOOK:" 
“What a cheap acknowledgement!
“Follow a fal.se guide who does not go 
there himself J (Does not OPENLY ADMIT 
that he is an AWAIGNER J Just like D.L. 
Friend, who says he WOULD be an A/AZCENER 
except for ONE thing - if that is all 
you can See - then FORGET that ONE tiling

('*221.) more favorable opportunities,
• «> T^r-’'Tnr^ T.TGHT will

a vide neo given cbe Day, 
if rejected - may NEVER be Repeated.’1 T3:253. 
(This is a very far Cry from the delusions 
of the Awakeners that God is DExENDENT and 

Y’AT"ING on a Church! This quotation above, 
wbi in v/6 accept as the Truth of the Living 
God - tells us that He may not wait even 
ONE DAY’ Let alone in the AGONIES of'the ‘ 
TWISTED'. MIND of the AWAKENING SCHOOL. “The 
evidence given one Day, if rejected - may 
NEVER BE REPEATEDSo do not WAIT for some 
nebulbus “SUNDAY LAW® before you “EISTER® 
the Most Holy Place - for “TODAY IS THE DAY 
of Salvation,® Satan has kept the Adcentist 
bouncing from FORCE - THE SWORD - THE ROMANS 
- THE CATHOLICS APE COMING - TO ARiSC-BDDON - 
THE SUNDAY LAW - before they ACT and'TO what 
they should do - TODAY! “The evidence given 
ONE DAY, if Rejected - may NEVER DE PEPE: * 
A far Cry from the VOICELESS PROPHECY and 
the RSH - that promises man a chance “AS 
LONG AS LIFE SHALL LASTJ“ It is from such 
‘that the >TAICTING Doctrines stem/. 
0-0—0—0—0—0 F J’ .BUSH.
Among the many Adventist Ministers how 
openly espousing the Brinsmead Doctrines 
is one SDA Paster Francis F.’Bush of South 
Lancaster, Massachusetts. USA. 
Or )-0-0—0—0 
In a Publication sent out by IHI Literature 
Deuct, P.O, Box 3366. Quartz Hill, Calif. 
93534 - “HCW A PASTOR MEETS THE DRIBS! EAD 
ISSUE- - Bush says on p.6 that B may be 
from 90^ to RIGHT’ 
0—0—0—o—0—0 
There is nothing RIGHT about' any Doctrine * 
no matter how cleverly veiled - if it ends 
on s False and a Dangerous Preeise. 
VE DO NOT SAY THE CATHOLICS ARE 5^ RIGHT: 
IF THEY ADMIT - the Virgin Birth. ? 
IF THEY ADMIT - 
IF THEY ADMIT - there is a Heaven. 
IF ' ‘ ~ ‘

PUT IF THEY SAY: this is their SUIDAY-SABBATH. and JOIN them’)
MY- NOTES IN THAT BOOK:
“For exsmule ve DO NOT ACKNO-TEDGE that 
the CATHOLIC and OTHER CHURCHES sUorld 
thrill us ^ien they speak of the Way to 
Heaven! There is A WAY to Heaven - time 
enough. But it is NOT’ the Catholic Way. 
0—0—0—0—0—0
“There is a WAY into the Most Holy Hace. 
“Put it is NOT the Brinsmead Way. For & 
Catholic to come Preaching about the 
“WAY TO HFJVEN“ - and for a IR0T3STANT 
TREACHER to call on his people to come



of all ho has ever professed to stand for * 
that “THE WAY TO HEAVEN* is NOT the Jewish 
Way - it is IJOT the Buddhist Way, it is NOT 
the Coironimist Way, it is NOT the Catholic 
o-o-o-c-o-o " v Way.
It is axiomatical that he had DISCAR&D'ALL 
these other Ways ■when he.first'accepted the 
JPCTESIANT WAY. If he' would now so meh” as 
with his little finger “ACWTODC^ the 
“TRUTH* in the CATHOLIC ’S' IftWHim of “THE 
WAY TO HEAVEN* - he hag denied the Faith 
and is worse than an infidel.
c—o—o—o—o—o
How could he “HONESTLY* do this without at 
the same time showing his unknowing approval 
for the “CATHOLIC #AYW For the two would be 
inexorably tied together - e.s firnp/y as the 
BACKBONE is to the BODY - with no separation 
possible. For a man to stand in the Center 
of 6 or 7 Meetings going on at the same Time 
• one a Jew * one an Arab - one a Chinese * 
one an East Indian - one a Negro * one an 
Italian - each one Talking about’“THE WAX 
TO HEAVEN* - representing the Religion of

5* ( “221.) and to LISTEN to this CATHOLIC - of his people' that predominates in his 
fthrvfqi t *reat VACCUMM in his past & present Homeland * for a PROTESTANT PREACHER to 
F>’ ’•■’o1 e. ’’ or .? CATHOLIC v.thf’.d NEVER speck stand in that Circle - a mannose EVERY 
of ^AY" to Heaven par se - but he rould Sermon SHOULD have been based on “THE WAY 
have it firmly tied in with THE CATHOLIC WAX. TO HEAVEN* - for that man to stard in

that Circle of CONTUSION and point to any 
ONE of the Great Orators vying with each 
other - could only mean - nould only mean 
- that he had Fallen - for that Theology 
in To try to excuse himself by the 
specious Argument that he was only trying 
to be “HONEST* would only reveal that KE 
WAS NOT HONEST! NOT HONEST ENOUGH - NOT 
MAI7 ENOUGH TO ADMIT - that he HAD FALLEN 
for “Doctrines of Devils* * under the 
Guise of “HONEST ACKmn.EDGKSNT* of “THE 
TRUTH.» For if the CATHOLIC knows ANYTHING 
about TEE WAY - A WAY TO HEAVEN - BUT J 
(BUT WHAT?) But it is certainly not THAT 

Way!
o—o—o—o—o—o
In the same Sense, -there is surely a WAX 
into the Most Holy Place - but it is NOT 
the Biinsmead Way! No - not any more than 
the Pope of Rome knows the Way to Heaven!

PROOF - I
(Still from my Notes:) 
“In amazement we see the Apologists for 
Brinsmead - see the BUSHES, the DR. 
RUES, the DURSTS, the AL FRIENDS, the D. 
L.YRIENDS, the STEZF1OS, the HUDSONS, 
and others by the Score -

So it ’would be impossible to take the one 
id. th rut tho other. This every PROTESTANT 
laprn or Preacher would grasp immediately. 
Thau to acknowledge the “GOOD WORT?1 of the 
Catholic Church in Preaching about “THE WAX 
TO HEAVEN* - as though the IROTEOTJLOT first 
woke up to the Fact that there IS" a Way to 
Heaven - ould exemplify the great DULLNESS 
of Character that he needs to aohnovled.ge 
oi’ thank the CATHOLIC for bringing’ to his 
attention something that SHOULD have been 
in his Thoughts mowM jig, noon, and nm'fht. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
"THE ONLY THING THE PROTESTANT UOUTD REVEAL 
by being “Honest" enough to so much as men

tion the CATHOLIC ’S “WAY TO HEAVEN*' would be 
to unwittingly acknowledge the great VA0CUUM 
in hie Soul and in his Kind - that he never, 
as SDA BUSH ADMITS; “Never thought much a- 
bout it." It -would also reveal that if he 
ncr; finally comes up so lata nd th so little, 
that there is still a great VADCUUM in Ids 
Soul and in his Mind. That he does not know 
and does' not recognize that the'CATHOLIC 
WAY would be the POPE’S WAY. For Him to be 
“Honest enough to acknowledge” tie CATHOLIC 
PREACHING that there is indeed a “WAY TO 
1TEAVEN” - without Thinking, before he’ opens' e-b-o-o-o-o 
bis Mouth - that it has ALWAYS been the Theme “trying to tell us - repeating it over 

and over again - that BRINSMEAD is point* 
ihg V> the “MOST HOLY PLACE* - NOW J When 
he IS NOT - ’ 
0—0—o—c—o—c 
“trying to tell us that this is in Fact 
the “THE THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE* - that 
this is ORIGINAL ADVENTIST THEOLOGY at 
its “• Best!* That it is
the “Third Angel’s Messa^'e in Verity!" 
So we are teld by these noble Gentry. 
But is thet so? Does Brinsmead IN FACT 
point to the Most Holy Haee in Heaven? 
Is his a Call to enter in? Let us SEE/’ 
AH, YES’ So he does! But wait a Minute! 
o-o-o-o-o-o So he DOES NOT!
NO TRUTH

IN THS PRINSMEAD
SETTING 

The CATHOLICS have a Way to Heaven. 
There IS a Way to Heaven - tone enou^i. 
But it is NOT the Catholic Way. 
BRINSMEAD has a Way into the Most Holy 
Elaee. There is a Most Holy Place and 
there is a Way into the Most Hdly Place.
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• •». Christ, 
s in the Xoct Holy Place. He is HALTING to 

Jesus invites His

* called righteousness by Faith, ANYTHING '
• • BUT show the way in+o the Most Holy Place

for the SEAL of the Living God. Satan 
has laid his bait artfully. How well he’ 
succeeds with those whose foundations 
are not anchored... ®REVH^*’ has already^ 
succumbed to this master deception. It 
wants the benefits of the •daily* service 
of the sanctuary; but REJECTS the’ fuller 
experience of the •yearly* ministry 
which is imperative for salvation in 
this last great crisis•* p.24« • AUSTRALIA! 
DIVISION COMKTEE ’S RETORT REVIEWED’.* 
2nd. edition. RJ)^RH®||EAD. Hillcrest ' 
Road, Berowra, New South WaXeB.AUSTRALIA.

Hell, Sir - he DOES know to go INTO the 
Most Holy PLaae and if any comb with 
the First Apartment Ministration - we 
OT he is from the DevHi 
Oro HAV~ ESTABLISHED: )
(1) B says go into the 1HP,
(2) This is the 3rd. Angel’s Message. 
(1) Anyone iAw says othend-aeis from 
the Devil J “REVD3P has already dons so.

'1 'J' ’ • I*-.*., '• ’*•■-** U- ♦* *

x CC ; /•. . m’ O

6* (“221.) True enough. There is a Way into 
the Most Holy Place, But it is NOT the Brins* ®prove” that ho doos "Mko a call to 
mean hay. Not any more than the’ CATHCLIO Way 
o-o-o-o-o-o . to Heaven.
And. that is that this Argument is all about. 
O-O-O-O-O-O ' J *r' . •-..

FIRST OF WL. ' . ~
•Before we go one Step further in discussing 
thi s Question - wo have to know. That B 
leaches iregarding the Most Holy Place. Ac* 
cording' to St 
Brinsmead is making a Cail to go IN to the 
Most Holy RLaca. Is this Trust Or is this 
O’-o-O”O~o»-c not True?

THE FACT OF THE 1UTTSR.
It is True * and it is not True. . 
How can that be * you say?
“You must be Crazy 1*
No * he1? Crazy -! virtues of •the"dally* He makes it appear

NC.» ^AXT A MINUTEj 4>v»a4- 4« <,4 »**+’/’<»*• •
Let’s take this easy! Let’s prove one thing 
at a Tims! First of all * DOES B say to go 
INTO the Most Holy Place and to go into the 
Foot Holy Flade - NOW? 

Y.SS - HE DOES! 
HERE IS THE PROOF: ' 
•A CALL TO ENTER THE WST HOLY JLACE® - 
•«• .Should we not ENTER the final work of 
grace? It ts TILE to ENTER, The door$£~ 
open...!’ n.7O. “JUDG?«ENf HOIS S3R1WS 
HERE IS THE BROOF: •< -<?• _________________  _____
•All the conditions oftho Day “of Atone mat Tr is on * “NOW*???1* See across this page!) 
rust be fulfilled.. p.24* TGJ. —**y He will have his agents magnify his so*
HERE IS THE PRCCP: * 4-—/ 
‘’God’s people should be at. the Judgment 
0 he Hour of Hie Judgment IS oemo 

blot out all our sins, 
people to enter into the blessing of the 
Hour of God’s Judgment... this great work 
of CLEANSING the Sanctuary... Reader, this L 
is not something for us to do at some future 
date. It is time to;seek this experience 
JO. The Door is open NOt. Christ Invites 
us to ooma NOW. We have delayed the"SEALING 
long enough... Christ is at the marriage. 
The Door is OPEN «(Rerv.3:8)..t This is the ‘ * 
call NOW going forth to the church of God;,. 
But they must gather ABOUT the Sanctuary... 
The PRESENT call to the Judgment 

to partake of this blessing is a 
life and death issue for us all. Tt calle 
for the IMMEDIATE acceptance of the Laodi
cean Message.,. »I have set before thee an 
OPEN DOCK.* •Having, thereforej brethren, 
boldness to ENTER...* p.I5,2l,37,65. WB. 
•OIGHED IN THE BALANCES’* 2nd. edition. 
Copyright I960. RCBERT D. BRDSMEAD.

nough for men of God in past ages,” he 
says, uso it is sufficient now.* THIS 
IS HIS’MASTER DEGPTION FOR THE PEMNANT 
(JIURGI. Mbre than this - this WILL BE 
(ifILL BE - ? It is not NON? It has not 
been since 1844 * ? But it *WILL BE?? X

Fere than this this UHL BE his mast&r 
deception for the whole Christian world 
WHEN THF SEALING work actually commences, 
(How does THAT harmonize with the SEALING

•ENTER Iff1 - aid »JOJ« - Very careftfl 
attention, hov/ever - will, reveal that 
this B call is a Call to •JUDG»F>’« * 
which he equates with •ENTERING* the !®P. 
So he DOES say to •ElfTER* and yet he 
cm)-o»o-c-o DOES NOT - 1
(Before"we prenre that he DOES NOT - let’s 

_ , consider mere that he has said on this
earman, Rua, Durst, and Company * Subject.) 

i BRINSMSAD:
"But v.hen the time COMES (Uhat is this? 
•when the time COMES* - ? FUTURE TENSE?) 
•But when the tiiae COMES for Christ to 
lead His people intd the experience of 
the Most Holy Place. «• the Devil comes 
with his master deception and exalts the'

that this experience is sufficient for 
the translated church. ®It was good e-
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LOOK at WB.’ LOOK at ADCRRJ LOOK at CD| 
LOOK at "GEMS CF TRUTH ’« LOOK at TAM!
LOOK at the Ride he gives you on his 

"SnXMUSSESF

STRONG DELUSION.
To cone with a Message to go IN to the 
Most Holy Place * is eertairiLy NO NEW* “ ' 
LIGHT! " This was the Awakening of 1844! 
125 years ago! Why does anyone get exciter 
about a 125 year old "MessAge?"

AH! HERE’S WHY - !
It is much the same as the CATHOLIC that 
would declare that you HATE to keep the 
Sabbath - but on SUNDAY. So is he not 
Preaching the Sabbath? No! He is not! 
IN THE' SAT® SENSE -
neither is Brinsinead teaching the JHP’ 
READ IT in his Writings.
READ IT for yourself.
IROVE it with' your own two Eyes/
But you cannot prove it with your UNDER* 
STANDING - for there is no UNEERSTANDING 
o-o-o-o-o-o to it.
WHAT DO WE MEAN?
We ms an that B has appealed to the 
Adventist people to go IN to the MHP.~ 
We quoted tdiere he said"that. You read 
it, too. So we all agree - that’s what 
O—O—O—O-O—O he said.

~ BUT. ’
But he follows that with 2 Things. No.
3 Things. 
^^** ^^ *<* ^^ ** 
THING (I) * Nobody has - nobody will * 
nobody can * enter his Fabulous MHP 
until the B invention of the “SUNDAY" 
o—0—0—0—0*0 • • LAW’®
THING (2) * The alleged "SUNDAY LAW® is 
the “SIGNAL” for -the "SEALING® or “J 
MEN!" to take place, and THIS is the 
Time, the ONLY Time - to go IN to the 
0*0*0—0—0*0 MSP|
THING (3) - IN THE MEANTIME - (now really 
mark this!) you must go INTO the 1st. 
Apartment! Yes! That is the MA® * the 
MYSTICISM - the WHITE MAGIC - the BLACK 
MAGIC • of the Brinsmead Meanderihgs! 
He has you BACK into the 1st. Apartment! 
Or he has you OUT of the Sanctuary ‘ 
ENTIRELY - either "WAITING ABOUT® or . 
"GATHER AT" (NOT INI) - or in the so- 
called "OUTER COURT!" Yet calls this 
the "SANCTUARY AWAKENING FELLOWSHIP!® 
There is no SANCTUARY eiri no AWAKENING 
o-o-o-o-o-o about it!
NOT if you are not even IN the Sanctuary! 
LOOK at the first thing that cams to 
America via the Hudson Press! LOOK at

7- (*22l.) TO EMPHASIZE THIS POINT! ’WOM THE TESTIMONIES/
Fo i- i't a*’cn of Jesus CLOSED in the 

Holy Place." EV 254.
"...so “Jesus ENTERED the Most Holy Place... 
in 1844, to make a final atonement... and- 
thus to CLEANSE the Sanctuary... He passed 
INTO the Holiest,,. THE THIRD ANGEL...
pci’ited to the lieaverfLy Sanctuary. The minds 
of all who embrace THIS message are directed 
to the MOST HOLY PLACE, where Jesus stands... 
AFTER Jesus OPENED the Door of the'Kost Holy, 
th* Tight of the Sabbath was seen... I saw 
the Third Angel pointing upward, showing'the 
disappointed ones the"’way to the Holiest.,« 
As they by faith enter the Most Holy, they 
find Jesus..." EW 254-5. 
o-o-o~o~o«o “*
And since 1844 - Jesus is NOT found anywhere 
else BUT’ in the Most Holy Place! This is 
the Third Aneel’s Message! 
from the Testimonies:

, the* Third Angel’s Message, which shows
way. into the Most Holy Place. I saw that 

as the Jews crucified' Jesus, so the NOMINAL 
CHURCHES had crucified these Messages, and 
therefore they have no knowledge of -the way 
into the Most Holy, and they CANNOT DE BENE
FITED BY THE INTERCESSION OF JESUS THERE. 
Like the Jews, who offered their USELESS 
Sacrifices, they offer up their USELESS 
Prayers to the Apartment which Jesus has 
LEFT; and Satan, PLEASED with the DECEPTION, 
as-jvnes a religious” character and leads the 
minds cf these professed Christians... 
working with^hiff Pwr, his Signs and lying 
Wonders,* to fasten them in his Snare. Some' ’ 
he' deceives in one way, and some'in another. 
He has different delusions prepared' to affect 
different minds. Some look with Horror upon 
one Deception, while, they readily receive 
another... .THE CHURCHES ARE ELATED."EW 260-1. 
O —O** '0*0—0—o 
These are the Truths that every Adventist 
ought to know. That Christ is IN the Most 
Holy Place - He has been IN there since 
1824 - and no other Worship is acceptable 
by God. No Adventist will"consider in the 
slightest degree any other Doctrine than 
this". Let him who comes with any other 
DoctMne - "LET HIM BE ACCURSED 1" 
o-o-o-o-o-o SDA AWAXENER.
In view of the above - how is It that SDA’s 
from the Church and SDA’s from Reform - __
have been flocicing into the AWAKENING FEIIZM- that "REVELATION" thing! LOOK at ADA!' 
SHIP that takes them HTTO the First Apt.!
How do you EXPLAIN that - ? 
Is God choosing their Delusions • ?



ar© NCT' Forgiven! You mast pack them all‘in 
your old Kit-Bag and Smile* Sm51©! Smile!
- as you lug them after you through the

FOREVER £ No hope of return. Yos - this 
is just how saidLous the Subject we are 
talking about ~ is. Keep the whole LAN 
but offend in ONE point and you are GUILTY 
of ALL* Or© needless mistake!

ONE FATAL MISTAKE -J
They worship where B says to Worship. He 
says“you can obtain “SANCTIFICATION" there!

Later he changes his Mind and says your Sins ADA 43. Yes he does] And his benighted 
followers - Toneue in Cheek - see “NOTHING 
WRONG* in that! They saw “NOTHING WRONG" 
so' much that they sent that thing all

Door of the' 1st. Apt. as off you go to some- through the Country! Daring anyone to find 
thing called: “SANCTIFICATION." And from - 
there on to “PERFECTION,"

BUT NOT SO FAST - | ’ 
You don’t just up and do it like that! 
You must WAIT ABOUT" a bit. Quite a bit. 
Since 1959 in fact. IC years of "WAITING.* 
(Too bad for all those who have DIED in thd 
meantime -'never 1 
“WAITING* for what? Why - for the “SUNDAY 
LAW" - STUPID! T ’

LATER THAN YOU THINK.
A while back the AWAKENING' DRIBS - like a 
HOTTENTOT Jungle-Beat - were calling you 
IN to the Most Holy Place - and Now - ? 
What now - ? Why - the fabulous “SUNDAY 
LAW" must come first!

8-(-221.) NOTHING WRONG IN THE BRINSMEAD We must consult the Oracles, the Omens, 
DOCTRINE ??? the Charms, and up comes the “SUNDAY LAW"

THE OUTER COURT is the World. Every Adventist as the License to go “INTO the MHP!“'“ 
knows ‘that. ~  —» • ■ —
TB> Tst,. APART?™ is where the Sunday 
Churches worship - every Adventist knows 
uhai.o

“ANY FAULT" with it! It was that Good!' 
And you’re a “THIEF" and a “ROBBER" and 
perhaps a few other things - if you try* ’ 
to enter any other Way into the Sanctuary! 
Tt is the “ONLY WAY" in! ADA 41-43. And 
remember - this is the “SANCTUARY AWAKEN- 
o-o-o-o-o-o ' ING FELLOWSHIP!"

A Hace that has been OPEN since~I844~- 
and no Prayers are heard anywhere else - 
no Worship is acceptable anywhere1s else. 
So we all Thought - so re all Knew - be
fore Brinsmead! But Brinsmead has come 
up with one Better. We must have the 
o-o-o-o-o-o SUNDAY LAW!
Give that a little more of a Twist *»'and 
he ’ll have us KEEPING the Sunday Law) 
After all - what would it really matter? 
If no Saturday Worship - no Sunday Worship 
- no Worship of ANY KIND is acceptable to 
God OUTSIDE of the Most Holy Place - 
what does it matter HCW he Worships or 
o—o—o—o—o—o WHEN — ? ? ?

" you receive the “ROBE CF RIGHTEOUSNESS !" I can show you a people Worshiping.» 
Really worshiping.. I think the Context 
shows they are worshiping on Saturday. 
Seems nothing Wrong in their Worship. 
Except one Thing - they do it in the 1st. 
Apartment ** rhero they were told NOT to 
Worship! Whore they were told the DEVIL 
would take over! The Context shows this 

nto Print- is the SEALING TIME.(if you read the 
ORIQTNAL.) EGW-BR 29. EW 56. They are

THE /nd. APARTMENT was opened in I8Z4 and 
•Ueis NO OTHER BLACE TO WORSHIP- since 
I3Z.<? Ever,; Adventist knows that or ought 
to know it.

1»o BRINS?®  AD.
=> with all his Chattering about "goihg'“irf* 
tc th“ MIP - takes you RIGHT OUT of the 
Sanctuary itself - takes you OUT into the 
-CUTER COURT" - to give you “JUSTIFICATION." 
Here he says ALL your Sins are Forgiven!' 
In the OUTER“COURT! In the World! ADA ZY. 
Here 
c-O‘-o-c«o«o SR, WHITE SAYS:' 
you obtain 1OT1TNG in the 1st. APARTMENT - 
your Prsyorg are “USELESS" - EW 261.
Let slons Seeking something in the “OUTER ' 

BUT B SAYS: COURT!"
“ALL" your Sins are Forgiven - in the'OUTER 
COURT! ADA 4-1. The “AWAKENERS" thought this 
was so Wonderful they rushed this 
for *MASS DISTRIBUTION I" Not only CONTAMI
NATING the Church - but also the World. With given over to the Control of Evil Angelas 
this specious F.<:.l«cy0 That you can "find 
J’euU.T’ •- ^wilting to take ALL your Guilt" - 
in the ’OUTER COURT 
Thlt* is sntruly a New Ifossage.
Certainly nswa to Heaven^ 
He prumd .sc;: yo.i “AILa ycor Sins are Forgiven 
tbero - in the »OUTER COURT." ADA /I.
C—O—0“*C: --*O '•'O—G«0 ■•’•0—C *«O «-0 —0—0—O —0 —O —0—0—0—0—0

IC years of “WAITING.’

having arrived at the MHP!) Who would ever have believed that any 
Adventist in his right Iftnd - would have 
Fallen for that! Sooner look for them to 

take up Smoking - Drinking - or Whoring! ‘ 
LESSER SINS than going BACK into the 1st. J 
o-o-o-o-o-o Apartment!
BRINS MEAD comes along - like the SERPENT ,
to Eve and says - “Yea! Hath God said???* ' 
And puts DOUBT in your Mind!
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ANGELES. 43,

. . .SANCTIFICA,
NOT Jesuq OPENS THE DOOT to the “ ‘ “ 
B.y Place £td *

we probably quoted it®) 

' OPEN?)

BRINSI®AD: ‘ • ' ‘ 1
"Many MISAPPLY TM 506... This deficiency 
in understanding TM 506 is caused by 
thinking that the SEAT- is the finality 
of CHARACTER PERFECTION. But the SEALING 
is NOT the final or ifLtimate in PERFEC
TION of CHARACTER... In fact, a speedy 
growth IN CHARACTER DE7EL0P1ENT. will 
take place AFTER receiving the" SEAL of 
God... It is evident, therefore, that 
the SEALING does NOT mark the "completion * 
of the work of grace in the Soul" (TM506) 
as so often stated® THE SECOND COMING 
OF CHRIST marks the "completion of’the

’ work of Grace in the Soli.11 p.22-3. 
"WEIGHED IN THE BALANCES" 2nd. Edition. 
Robert D. Brinsmead® I960 
O—O’-C**~,C'~O— 0 
SNEJR - SHEAR - SHEAR - 
BRIESMEAD: ~ * •
"An idea praalent is that vhen God *3 
people have reached PERFECTION of Christ
ian CH AR AG TER through a PROCESS of Santi- 
ficatwn, they are then READY for the ' 
Judgment^ vMoh Judgment, it is thought, 
will merely rSCOGNIES their HKFECT ’ / 
CHARACTERS and SEAL, them for Eternity.

i:Bux this concept of the JUDGMENT is 
the evidence of the MOST RATAL BLIND
NESS w®. this false conception..« is the 
root of the Error; the other discrep
ancies are merely the 3ranches.••

> GOD FORBID.
"God forbid that we be prasumjtious enoii^i 
to present our own Life at the Judgment 
... or plan to coma to the Judgment vfcen 
we IMAGINE that we have' matured a per
fect CHARACTER." p.45,5-6/WB - RI®.
o—o—o—o—o—o

CHRIST IS ROBBED.
BRINS MEAD:
"Let it be thoroughly understood that 
God DOES NOT EXPECT His people to attain 
to the ultimate in SINLESS PERFECTION 
BEFORE they come by faith to the Judg
ments He does not want us to come to the 
Judgment as the Pharisee came to the 
Temple to present before God his measure 
of Righteousness. Oh, how many are try
ing to open the Book themselves, and 
look thereon (Rev.5:3-4)2 (EXACTLY what 
this great B is doing! Setting himself 
in the Judgment Seat above God!) How 
many are endeavouring to enter the mar
riage by living up to all the Standards 
of the LAP! CHRIST IS ROTBEDOF HIS 
GLOCX." "TIDINGS OF GREAT JOI" p.I6.

-NOT OPENS the DoOf to the*'Most Holy 
rle-W.i- p{'21» ADOTR .to every Church- 
Member around the World." p.2.
O—O*‘C'’>C—0"0»*-0—O—C'^’O—O—O'’O—O—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
.REAL^X News - £sn?t it - ? „ '•>
Christ DID NCT open' the Door In 1844 - 
but B throws himself into a Trance - : ■
and’ conjures up another KOPENING"' of the 
Door to the Most Holy Place! Sickening, 
isn't it « 7 And especially more so when 
one sees how MANY are Falling for it — 1 
It is really a Question of: "WHY?" 
WHY do they like it. - 7 
What is there in that Theological Intoxi
cant that pleases them so much that they 
overlook the gl aring mistakes. - ? 
The Answer is very Simple. ‘
He promises them - NOT the Hard, Narrow Way 
to Salvation, not that Bloody Path that Sr» 
White saw. But an easy Way - coast along 
much as you have done before - because,- 
GLORIOUS WS! A MIRACLE awaits you in that 
Fabulous "SUNDAY W« when the "DOOT" is. 
opened and you are "CLEANSED J" ■ Just

9-(^22Te)" !fow yeti QUESTION your past
e^ce tn the Third Angelas Message! 

You QUESTION and DOUBT that Jesus is ih the 
MOST HOLY PLACE - for B writes as clearly 
as it can ba .written - that NO ONE has 
’.. i j .' “ Ils' Most Holy Place yet I This

nt -it AIL® "’for the "SUNDAY WJ« In fact - 
not even the DOOT to the Most Holy Place 
.u •. (C'h? yes'! I know that ybu can
pcn.ut to fr'.>^jc‘ll6d "Statements" ’ that" say 
that.? in fact' - ' 
DOT PEAD THIS*? • 
(THE DOOT IS EOT

BRI/6KSAD:’
-The st nasr®.,,enters...the OUTOT’COURT.
•the FIRST STEP on^the Salvation road 
the CUTER COURT
. e • He is a new creature 
faith INTO the Sanctuary 
graue... This is 
TION 
Most He

• • • 
...

he passes to the Laver
... He passes by
... He grows in

the dally"

Place Invites him to enter
The tin? jias' eoof‘fcr'ths sanctuary to be. 
completely deansed,; w .The believer is1'the 
temple.... ramoves -the reirainghg
DEFECTS of This is ' the 2nd. <
apartnont sarictuS'y expetience... The Door 
is open®.a ths fFM. of the living'God is’ 
held out to us... c'o-ne w?to the •'MARRIAGE." 
"A LLOTRIHAL'AN.'LILTS" (.LA 33-4.) for mass 
distrfbSi^.' ^S^OTUm MAYING FELLOT- 
SHI1V 43-615 Hyde' Park Station, LOS 

4> (196^?)
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IHI Literature Depot, P.O .Box 3366, QUARTZ 
HILL, Calif. 93534.
0—0—0—0—0—0
STEARMAN: '
". • .such RAGGED ATTEMPTS to oppose truth as 
those put forth by Brethren HeppenstaU. anl 
Starkey?1 p.IO.
STS ARMAN: J
"...how a people can stand through the Time 
of Trouble, IMPERFECT in Character, still 
possessing their sinful Nature... is*a 
Mystery that no one has yet explained to me. 
...Elder Reppenstall has apparent!-y over- 
looked this." p.II, (STE4RMAM.)
O—O—O—0—0—0
HEPRENSTALL:Perhaps Dr. HEPRENSTALL was reading Brins- read I Perhaps HEPRENSTALL was reacting BrLha- tnead BETTER than STEARMAN was reading him! For ONE man to take ONE position is understandable .
STARKEY takes one.HEPFENSTALL takes one.
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—C—O—0—0—0—0
But" of all the Mixed-up Babbling we have 
ever seen * BRINSMEAD takes the Cake! 
He takes ANY position for a Time - to try 
to support a viewpoint, and will completely 
REVERSE himself in the same Book!

•SUCH RAGGED ATTEMPTS.”BY BRINSMEAD:"ULTIMATE CHARACTER PERFECTION ATTAINED IMMEDIATELY FRICR TO THE SECOND ADVENT.1* "Many MISAPPLY TM 506 in an endeavour to show that the LATTER RAIN prepares the receiver for the SEAL of God...•This'DEFICIENCY in understanding TM 506 is caused by THINKING that the SEAL is the FINALITY of CHARACTER PERFECTION. But the SEALING is NOT the final or ultimate in PERFECTION of CHARACTER...

BRINSMEAD reply to BRINSMEAD: •..'.In fact, a speedy GROTH in CHARACTER development will take place AfTEK receiving the SEAL of God...• IT IS EVIDENT"It is evident, therefpre, that the SEALING does NOT mark the ’^completion of the work of Grace in the Soul" (TM 506), as so often stated. THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST marks the "COMPLETION of the work of Grace in the Soul." p.22-3. "WET IN THE BALANCES." 2nd. Edition. I960.MORE BRINSMEAD.
MORE BABBLING:
"The final cleansing FOLLOWS the Judgment. 
Let this fact be FIRMLY established in

10-^221.) "SUCH RAGGED ATTEMPTS." 
In the latest STEARMAN LETTERS - the 
/' ’’ ST '• y’x' ' < e'igh on the
/ /■ <: U t.i-v and. STARKEY
taka G'opj.slni: viewpoints. 
ALAN STARKEY: * 
The Nature is transformed and cleansed be- 
fc-e the SEALING-JUDGfENT. 
BRINSMEAD:
This is done AT the SEALING-JUDGWSNT. 
DR6 HEPRENSTALL: 
" ... presented the completely untenable 
position that sin is not eradicated in this 
life but only counteracted; and that we 
must wait for Jesus1 return to be freed 
from all sin." p.9. JOHN D. STEARMAN - 
"AN OPEN LETTER TO ALL SEVENBH-DAY' AJWENTISTS" the mind. IT WILL CRUSH ANY IDEAS any

one may have about getting absolute 
PERFECTION in himself before the Judgment!

"THE SEAT. OF GOD." 
TOE BRINSMEAD:
OffiXCH BRINSMEAD DO IOC WANT1)
"...Having been justified fully and con> 
pletely, CLEANSED fully and completely, 
the Holy Ghost now SEALS the law of God 
in the life of the believer fully and 
completely." p.22^3. "TIDINGS OF GREAT 
JOY." Robert Daniel Brinsmead.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Which Brinsmead do you' want - ?
The Brinsmead Brinsmead as showfl1 abeve- 
THE SEALING does it all! TGJ 22-3. 

or ???
Or the Heppenstell Brinsmead • WB 22-3. 
"THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST marks the ‘ 
completion." (See above near top of page.) 
OR YOU MIGHT PREFER: 
THE STARKEY BRINSMEADt
"ALL the conditions of the Day of Atone
ment must bd fulfilled. • • NCW J11 (Emphasis 
his!) TGJ 24. BDB.

SAME BOOK!
"TIDINGS OF GREAT JOY" - by RDBt 

THE GUILLOTINE!
OFF WITH THE HEAD’
“It is not according to the law to come 
before the judgment in the most holy 
place. Many people imagine that it has 
to be. They think that vhen they have 
gotten the complete victory over Babylon, 
they can enter into the judgment as a 
matter of legal right. There is one law 
for them - ’PUT THEM TO DEATH? TGJ 30. 
0—0—0— 0—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
AND NOW FOR THE TRUTH -
OF THIS MATTER - WHAT IS THE TRUTH??? 
Ellen G. Whiter 
"The great grend work of bringing out
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xoawnirars tune , (few* ««t Ung

HO EFFORT!
BRIHSMMDl "OHLY BELIEVE !” 
■Thelesaon of faith ani trust, and aban
donment of HUMAN WORT to earn Salvation,

BOMB.
WXJ.A Jk«oa vw» xn ww jcllsei *
THE FALSE COTNTERFETT COMES FIRST* GO 4$4.
THIS COUMTStFSIT MJ'ORM will com about '' 
with •S’RCRS in relation -to CONVERSION and 
SANCnFICATIOB* (GC 4f5)aad vhat else '« ?

* ■? ’ 50 * - T7.C ’ •*• «A ’ <> *O ‘ •*}

Will, is the greatest CONQUEST that*meh and 
ftO’^en can achievoc*. Ivr uxm A<w x*v« 
the Corqfcst 'will NOT remove the DEFECTS in 
his CIi^rUCT2Rs.ft 'a WORK before him 
to OV'EROCME theb* doxbcts if he would be 
among the mmocv whc arc- to stand without 
fault' before the Throne of God, having coms 
.0 through Great Tribulation, and having

them to -the DECEFTIOIB which they love." 
S* O—O*© —O *0 •*-O*O *0*0 *0 *O *O *0*0*0

‘ THE ’ BRINSMEAD DECEPTIONS have been’mde 
very plain in these Warning Papers, 
REJECT this Light - and you need lock 
for nothing else but: "FIERY INDIGNATION!"

TTL’ In the Blood of the Lamb; The provision (will be on the apostates FROM the TROTH) 
“ ~~ x' w--’- —(«ho remain • where B tells them te remain

( - IN the Seventh-dey Adventist Church 1) 
(of all the Deceptions of B * THIS is the) 
(Greatest of all! "A Companion of FOOTS' J 
(will be DESTROYED...for lack of Knowledge) 
(That’s where the "SUFFERINGS® take plaoel) 
O*O*e*O—0*0*0 •0*0“0*0*0*0*0*0*Q*e*O*O*C*<O

THS TOCWUTE DOCTRUB. 
DUGINS . th* Day, of Noah - s ftftt 
actually <«v.loped, enter the Udt « X»»l 
o*o*o*o*o*o But net new,
HOT MANX that earns, and knocked •* tee 
late, only Eternity Mil tell* They BEU 
ON THE DOOT - AFTER the Dopy was Cloesd. 
0*©*0*0*0*0 
THE FOOLISH VIRGINS COMB * too IgU | '
They ooms, As B says to dome • WITROOT 
a CHARACTER! WITHOUT Oil J If the Ten 
Virgin Barable teaches anything at ill* 
it teaches the very Opposite of what the 
nwOO"fliQ'«o • iaMkonoM teach*
THE TEN VIRGIN PARABI® teaches that 
GHOACHR (OH. TM 214) if NOT dbtalmUo

.ash at their Rtbas of CH ARACTER and made theh (And tho "SUFFERINGS" that will follow • 
’ \ J*

r.hs'been made for us to Wash*.*; and the*7
ai'den of Washing rests upon US:, who are ' ‘ 

imperfect before God o The Lord does hot * 
propose to rbmove these SPOTS ofdefllenent 
?dthout*our-doing-anything*oi>-ouiwpart," 
T3«I83. (1872.) ECW. ! -
0*0*0* 0*0 *cmo*o*o**o*o*o**o*o*o*o*o^*o*o*o *0*0 

THE MAKENERS NEED WATCm^l ’
We understand that some are going’ to receive 
the Power of Satan and perform Miracles that 
will even astound the Beast! *• 
We understand' this will ba in the SEALING 
TIMS, We Understand the FIRST ones to be 
given over to Satan for Eternity will be' 
those who left the Greatest Light because: 
"JUDGMENT must BEGIN with the House of God." 
We Understand that from‘these • some MH 
lead out' in the True LATTER RAIN a 
will lead out in the False LATTER 1

II*(^22I«) a peeplie ^e will have ChristLike 
CHARACTERS, and to will be able to stand*in 1 
ths Day of the Lord, is to be accohplishad. 
As Ibng as we mH with the current* ef the

WHEN we turn SQUARELY about to stem the cur
rent that our labors BEGIN 
roHARD..,^ 
patience, oonpasaioh,' and love. We'shall 

art NGW forcing for Eternity; Here on earth 
we are training for Heaven," T6:I29,268. 
O*O«i»0tt*O“*0*0
'‘The coming of Christ will be as it were at 
Midnight, rh’en all are Sleeping, Mil be 
17811 for everyone to have his accounts all 
straightened up BEFORE Sunset.,• r~ 
Virgins flattered themselves that they ‘ v 
WOUID have Mercy...but..J 
p.9i; "ARE SPA’S DOING G0D»S*WIIXT»pt9Ir

BY A MtRACLE * ??? ■_ ' 
‘■He that rileth his spirit (is better)’ than 
he that ttkath a city?’* To sub due’ SEIF,

♦.•th 
laiglyni) "ONLY BELIEVE," say toy
NO FURTHER EPFOTT oh to part af to * - '. 

World Y^e need neither canvas nor bar. It is receiver is supposed to be required«v 471*

• • • .The* work will 
We all need to SOW a crop of

REAP the'harvegt we are’SOT ING. Our OTARAflTTC^^^ LESSONS MAN HAS
TO LEARN," (Satan’s) "ETERNAL PURPOSE" 

o»o.o-o-o-o NO EPFOTT! p,24. 
•I saw Angels of God hasten to to assists 
ance of ALL who were STRUGGLING with all 
their power to RESIST... But His Angela 
LEFT these who made NO EFFOTT to help 

The FOOLISH themselves, and I lost sight of them,* 
w' e»o*o*0“0*o LEFT * . ’ • EB 270*

,THE DOOT WAS SHOT," "...to Angels CEASE watching' over them, 
■»-’-’»«jjxm*-y.yu., “ ahg they are to the buffetings of

(Elder WX.BRISBIN Book.) W. March 27,1694. SatanEW H6.
• - r MThe LIGHT pa3aed eway -aM

they were LEFT in Darkness*’1 IN 240« 
.  ,  and "For this cause God shall send tom Strong

bring the PASSIONS under the control of the Delusion, that they shotQ.d BELIEVE A LJEt
I u?*. As they REJECT the Teachings of His 

For him to flee from Word, Gm withdraw? His Spirit, and WIVES



• Those who have been members Brinsmead ^fecs&ge

it

t

•T'r 234) is NOT 
>■* o.v ’’■JfarriageJ* 

■.z>o late - to
• l^ogine , coming “to 
th 3 Marriage" or to

o:«pecting a CHANGE in OIL
• when no such CHANGE

CONTRARY TO ALL THE B THEOLOGY - 
the Crisis Hour gives the Ten Virgins - 
NOTHING - | .If the Ten Virgin Parable does 
not teach that - it does not teach anything 
Those FOOLISH ENOUGH to seek OIL (CHARACTER; 
in that too late Four will find the Door 
is Closed: and the Mandate had gone forth: 
“He that-is FILTHY - let him REMAIN FILTHY’* 

JUST WHAT IS SO WRONG?
BRINS MEi'JjIUM - just what is so WRONG 
about playing it Safe and BEING PREH 
AHEAD OF THE - Trt Just what Sen.ee 

does the great B “RESPONSE* make in the 
“*• X’ X.X? V JLAU.XU *. toc-late MIDNtGET HOUR when ALL those
and he that is HOLY - let him REMAIN Virgins awoku and ALL those Virgins most

— sJ — — — — . . A A
****£>-“*** ” „ 3

(Repeat: they do NOT! And thij is what that Book"" 
“ “1 *________ _Z Z

(His Book p.206.)
. v .. _» w r____ r_-------  I

along with him, sayingt "AH! Well! What’s 
a little Mistake here or there * ?* “will 
not Wake up until the too-late Hour. Ahd 
see tbit the i;z" Little" mistakes add 
up to cae BIG z.? zkKE - your Soul is LOST! 

 - PLEASE AWAKE J
This is the Message of your Bible. Matt.25. 
This “is the Message of your Testimonies.
COL 406(416). This is the OPPOSITE of the

4FAKFNEF.S - PLEASE AWAKE’
The Holy Spirit teaches that: 
*..*they ALL slumbered and slept...
Then ALL thos^ Virgins arose." Matt.25:5,7.
THEY FES PONT ’
“They SEE../‘They HEAR... The TEN maidens 
seize their Lamps and begin to trim theft, 
IN HASTE to go forth... For a time there 
was seen NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM... 
It is in a Crisis that CHARACTER is RE** 
VEALED(not made - but >')... if
was seen WO HAD MADE (past tense! ; WHCT 
HAD MADE Preparation. Both parties were’ 
taken unawares; but one WAS" PREPARED Tor 
the Emergenoy, and the other was found. 
WITHOUT PREPARATION...

DO YOU BELIEVE THIS:
“The Great final Test comes at the Close

LATE for the Soul’s need to be supplied/.• 
But five are UNREADY. Five will be found"

7 SURTFISED", DISMAYED...(because B told them 
without delay secure their needs would be “SUPPLIED !" ) "COL “406, 

o—o—o—o—o—o =■ 408—412.
Such is the clear Teaching of the Bible 
and the Testimonies. But what does B 
teach? What line does he hand his benighted 
Followers - ? The opposite of the Truth!

12~('422T.k' *<3TL" (CHARACTER., 
obtainable “at the Jucyx-? 
What a Tragedy ic.Wazv .;■> - 
th? s Inflex: oiz .th i 
the Judgment** ' •' ;>? 
“the Sealing* « u«pec 
SUFPT.IESICHARICTER) - 
is either promised or possible! 
o*>o*~«o*b—o—o 
Instead of the Starry-eyed eager expecta
tions of the so-called self-styled "AWAKENEP.S" 
tc have any possible basis of Realization, 
the Mandate goes forth: c
“HE THAT IS FILTHY - let him REMAIN FILTHY toc-late MTDlzZGET HOUK when ALL those 
still, and he that io HOTT- let him REMAIN Virgins awoku: .and ALL those Virgins most 
HOLY still!" (in other words - the Judgment emphatically "RESPONDED" - but B says 
SEALS them AS THEY ARE! IT DOES NOT (Repeat: they do NOT’ And thij is ihat that Book" 
IT ‘DOES NOT!) IT DOES NCT “change" anything' of his leads up to - all based on a False 
exceot the Legal Status of Records in Books, and Dangerous premise. (His Book p.206,) 
The Books CHANGED BECAUSE... ‘ The "AH’ Wejl’“ people will drift

BECAUSE WHAT - ?
BECAUSE there WAS a CHANGE in CHARACTER (OIL)

SRE -the Midnight Cry! If there is nc 
T-x^ih to.this lajlc Statement - there is no 
Trcth to the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE 
No "GIL" (CHARACTER.!) is obtained in no CRISISo-o-o-o-c-o AV 
0-0-00-0-0 HOUR!
“TEE iiHi QF THE .JUDGMENT is a most solemn 
period) • »*ien the Lord gathers his own from 
at ong the. Tarc-7<. 
of tie namr Family are separated. A MARK is 
placed upon the RIGHTEOUS..."in that Day ' 
wheh.. I make up JEWELS; and I win spare 
thoHk,.« FALSE SHEPilETiDS who have quieted 
the convictions of the people, Ul^AITHFUL 
WATCHMuN vlho have rot sounded the Warning, 
or knonw the Time of Night - all who have , 
REFUSED OBEDIENCE to the Laws of theT King- 
don will have no ri~ht therein. Those who 
have sought an excuse to avoid ,the CROSS 
OF SExJkATICN from the World will, -with the 
Wcrlc, be*taken in the Snare... CHARACTER 
CAN1.-;^ THEN BE MADE OR. TRANSFORTfiD. The OU. 
of ^race cannot be lent one to another, 
NL.t HAVE TEE FOOLISH VIRGINS TU^E to ' 
buy Oil ,for themselves...“they will be for
ever separated.. . The pwr*» ore and the dross 
will no longer commingle.,. Those who are -—  -------------- - .
"do-nothings" NOW... will be LEFT with those of human probation, wheh it will b^TOO 
T&em they did not try to Save..',"Let him 
that thiriketh he standeth take Jieed lest 
he Fall." TH 2^4-8.

“NOW is the Time...
OIL... That OIL is the Righteousness qf 
Christ. .Jt represents CHARACTER,^. Each 
must obtai»(by a Miracle?) FOR HIMSELF a 
CHABACT.eIRL. .The' locker-on may discern 30 
difference." TH 233-4.
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, ’ COL .406,414.THE BOOK THEY WOUW NOT PRINT!"ONE THING IT IS CERTAIN is soon to be realized,- the CKElT APOSTASY, which is * developing and increasing and waxing stranger, and will cohtinue to do so until the Lord shall descend from Heaven with

As the Black Clouds eons up and dash against each other -BRINSKBAD SAYS: 'THIS IS THE HOURf to “ENTER" th* 1HP - I He SCORNS a present Preparation!Is the Holy Spirit with him?
PEAD THIS: (EW 270) '
"His Angels LEFT those who made no Effort.11 
0*0—0—0—0—0
THE TRUE MIDNIGHT CRY is to LEAVE the 
Adventist Church! What else does “GO YE 
OUT TO m HIM’" - mean - ??? * >
“GO YE OUT" - means the same as it did to 
the Jews to LEAVE Old Jerusalem, the Priest; 
and the Temple - the Holy City.'IEAVE IT 
ALL was the orily Way to be Savdd! JUSTI
FICATION BY FAITH meant 10 Venture out 
ALONE - OUT of the Citadel'of Safety! -
O—O—O—O—O—0 " 'It seemed to be risking your’Life * to Obey this Call - "GO YE OUT 1" “FLEE FOR YOUR LIFEJ“ But you know what happened.JERUSALEM IS A REPRESENTATION.“Jerusalem is a representation of what the Church will be if it refuses to walk . in the Light that God has given." TS:^7.IS THE CHURCH IN THE LIGHT WIf the Church is in the Light - then the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE HAS NO WANING. For it declares that the Church ie in MWNIQfT DARKNESS - and that DARKNESS CANNOT BE PENETRATED!
O—O—O—0—0—0 .“...the Story of the Ten Virgins, by their experience illustrating -the experience of the Church that shall live just before His second coming... THE GREAT" APOSTASY will develop into DARKNESS, deep as .MID-

in EW 78-Sl. It speaks for itself. It’ explains itself.. It is the B Movement.
_ _ _ ____________ _ ___ _ _________ ’> • ’ -*l" 1 •* ' **

“STAND STILL!" (Don’t OVERCOMS!)
’ “SILENCE IN THE TESTING-TIME!" (Don’t "CRY 

To heed this call will mean the SEAL of God. ALOUD" '- the ONLY prerogative to be SAVED 
at all!) All Action and Sacrifice is 
stifled by the Brinsmead-James JUTE-BCtt- 
and CAROUSAL! AU Play and ixf Works!
These are the "Candied-Apples* being Bought 
and Sold in the WAKENING (GO TO SIEEPl) 
FELLOWSHIP* - J OriLy to be AWAKENED' - by

faiUte • not even with the Devil! They 
might be “criticizing*1 eorae “Brethren!" ’ 
Sons of Satan is what' Christ called them. 
“Ye are of your father - the Devil!" "And 
his WORKS ye do!"/ "He was a LIAR from the 
Bepinning.

“Fbr the Time will come when they will 
not endure SOUND DOCTRll®? but after their 
own Lusts shall they heap to themselves 
Teachers, having itching Ears.

"And they shall turn away thair Ears 
from the Truth, and shall be turned unto 
Fables.

“But WATCH thou in all things, ehdure 
afflictions*, do the work of an Evangelist," 
make Ml ppoof of thy ministry." 2 Tihu 4’ 
o-o-o-o-o-o • 3*5.
BRINSMEAD THE FALSE JROHffiT - 
sees a Difference. 
SR. WHITE SAYS? (COL 40&.) 
“For a time there was seen NO DIFFERENCE," 
BUT B INSISTS ON SEEING A DIFFERENCE! ’■ 
The Wise "RESPOND." The Foolish DO NOT J 
TH? TRUTH IS: 
That if anything - the Foolish “RESPOND* 
even MORE than the Wise! Because they WANT 
some of the OIL (CHARACTER) B told them to 
get it at this Time! But it is TOO LATE! 
All they get is a realization that they 
“WAITED ABOUT" without FIGHTING (GBP *34) ~ 
without EFFORT (GEP If}, 24) - without WORKS 
(GEP 3,7,25) - without OBEDIENCE (GEF 14) - 
without WILL(GEP 15) - with "THE~WCRST SOB 
OF THE UNIVERSE" boiling in their “SUB- 
CONSCIOUS,". But God forgives them anyway 
and drapes a “CHARACTER" on them from the 
OUTSIDE! This is the'“HOLY MASS" and the ” NIGHT, impenetrable as sackcloth of hair;" 
“ABSOLUTION FROM SINJ1 that he Sells to those 
Who will pay Money for "WhhVWhich not 
Bread. Juet to ease a seared Conscience, 
O—O—O«v^>—Q—0 
The Testimonies give a picture of this B' 
STALLING and PROCRASTINATION. It iS found

n-( «2?I2) »TOUR RESPONSE)»
»>.i| B men at the WILL » Then the   

1’L woif.d do some Good. But in the too-lat. »TO TRI TEWS(Don't WIGHTl)' 
Hour he now c«lla for the WILLt <■ ----- ---------------------- --------------

•Behold the Bridegroom eometh...

A EAILWTO RESPOND em mean the MffiK of 
the Beast.* p,S06. B«i "ETERNAL PURPOSE" 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0^0—0—0—0—0—0—0*0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
That no one to our knowledge has pointed 
out this Gross and Fatal error is iOT a 
commentary on the Ignorance oFB. It Is an 
evidence of the Lethargy "coxf.dn’twearo^less" the Wrath of God! As the Thunders roll, 
attitude or those in the Adventist World 
idio have been w^Ll Brain-washed NOT to "find ’



I4»Ctf22I.) a Shout J... I am so sorry that 
e^s’ble wen do not discern the Trail of the 

Serpent, I ca*l it thus, for thus the Lord 
pronounces it. Wherein are those 'who are ’ 
designated* as departing from the Faith and 
giving heed to adducing spirit ts and Doctrines 
of Devils, departing^from the Faith ihich 
they have held aserM for the past* 50 years? 
I leave that for the ones to answer who. SUS
TAIN those... Christ calls, Come OUT'fronr 
among them, and be ye SEPARATE.11 B7 >56-7, 6(^5, 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o—o—o—o”" 
THE AWAKENERS have turned off their Guidance 
Systems and are dipping into fc “useless Orbit, 
Waiting for Oil (Character TM 234) in the 
TOO LATE HOUR. What a Tragedy!' 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—0—0 
THE END OF MT SO* BUSH NOTES....
O—O—0—0 — 0—0—0—0—0—0—r —0 —0—0 —O —r .»•—O—0 —O 
SDA BUSH and other SDA’s who are Flocking to the AWAKENING STANDARD - are Betting’ on a Losing Horse J Their Horse - the Horse Movement they are Betting on - comes in to Win at the "SUNDAY LAW J" When the Race is all over, and the Door of Probation SHUT for the Sabbath-keeping World. Then B says to go "IN" to the >fiP - J What a fantastic Delusion I What a “STRONG DELUSION.’" THE DOOR & SHUT - .’CRISIS - in the Testimonies usually, if not invariabley - refers to' the SUNDAY LAW. With that in mind * bead the followings “The Scriptures describe the condition of the world JUST BEFORE Christ’s second coming. ... Even the Church... is found encouraging a selfidh love of pleasure... From age to age the Lord has made known the manner of His working. When a CRISIS has come, He has revealed Himself and has INTEPFOSED to HINDER the working out of Satan’s Plans, With Nations, them. His heart of Mercy is touched; with Families, and with Individuals He has often JERMITTED Batters to come to a CRISIS, that His interference might become Marked. THEN He has made it manifest that there IS a God in Israel... THE LAST GREAT CRISIS is at hand. When DEFIANCE against God’s’LAW is almost Universal... the Lord will interpose. ... IN THIS TIME OF TOIL, rightdoers, in the fear of God, will glorify His name by repeating the words of David* “IT IS TIKE FOR THEE, LORD, TO WORK: for they have made void Thy LAW.’ Psalm 119*126....“Many lives were dotted out or existence, and the air was filled with the shrieks of the injured and the terrified.“The destroying Angels of God were at work... buildings... became heaps of Rubbish. There was no assurance of Safety in any place.

His hand Is still stretched out to Save, WHILE THE DOOR IS CLOSED to those who would not enter.® T9:91-7. o—o—o—o—o—o In this connection see* LEFT OUT of ANY Book! RH A3:601. Aug. 
23, 1896; It explains itself# RH A5*254. July 5, 1906. “Unless we ' ourselves do our duty to those around us, the Day Cf God will eoine upon us AS A THIEF..• as an overwhelming SURPRISE.® RH A5:293-4. Nov.22, 1906. . 
0—0—0—0—0—0 “Those who’have had GREAT LIGHT and preeieciB privileges, (to give the REAL TRUTH’) but have not improved them, will, under one pretext or another, go out from us. (BACK to the Old'Church! See FOOTNOTES TI*I80.) The very B Cell!

®... It seemed that the forbearance of God was exhausted and that the Judgment Day had come... “And it shall come to pass at THAT Time, that I will search Jerusalem with Candles, and PUNISH the men that are SETTLED in their lees* (Those SETTLED in their Kinds that the Lord will NOT punish His people, but new there is “NO ASSURANCE OF SAFETY ' IN ANY PLACE.*) that say in iheir heart, The Lord will not do good, neither will He do evil. THEREFORE -their goods shall become a booty, and their houses a desolation... a day of wastenesa... a day of the TRUMPET.., God cannot forbear much longer... There will be a series of EVENTS revealing that God is master of the situation. THE TRUTH WILL BE TRO- CLAIMSD IN CLEAR, UNMISTAKABLE LANGUAGE, ... MEN WILL BE CALLED FROM THE 1H.07. (What happened to the wonderful SDA Mnistiy??? The 20-3t yr. Bible Teachers? and from the more C01WN commercial- business vocations... and will be aduncated in connection with msn of experience... THE MESSAGE... will be heard and understood. Men will know what is Truth... and then will the End coms.., “The Time is nearing Chen THE' GREAT CRISIS in the history of the Worild will have coms... Oh, that the people might know the TIME OF THEIR VISITATION! There are many idio have not yet heard the TESTING TRUTH for this time... The TIKE of God’s destructive JUDGMENTS IS THE TIKE of mercy for those WHO HAVE HAD NO OPPORTUNITY to learn what is TRUTH. Tenderly (yes! He “suffers® for them. * Tenderly will the Lord look' upon
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“GATH® ...YEA GATHER together,

Q

... Sone will not bear this STRAIGHT 
TESTIMONY. They will rfse up against it, 
and this is what will cause a SHAKING 
among God’s people." EW 270. TI:I80.
0 —O—O«nO—O—0
It is not given BI the Laodiceang, nor 
FROM the Laodiceana, nor by those 
“TRAINED IN LITERARY INSTITUTIONS .“GO 606.

Justification by Faith will now mean 
what it has always meant - that no Set 
of “Holy* men can Save you or Forgive 
you your Sins. It is FAITH in CHRIST 
alone that can do this. “NO CHURCH J 
So when Church-Members and Church^Leaders 
get so Uppity that they are Puffed-up in 
their Fleshly-Minds as to their great 
Self-Importance - it is Time to LEAVE 
them as the Testimonies say to do. - 

THE TARES - . - . .
The Tares and the Wheat will no longer 

ce mingle. This is the Harvest Time. 
This is the Sealing Time. This is BEFORE 
the Sunday Law Time! At the Sunday Law 
it is all over for Sabbatarians, no 
matter what Brfnsmead says. Because he 
himself does not know what he st.ys. In 
one place he says the Sealing STARTS 
with the Sunday Law - in another place 
he says the Sealing is on - W-* 
No "SUNDAY-LAN“ and it is 0N.r l'£ Double- 
minded man is UNSTABLE in ALL his ways.“ 

THE TIME OP HARVEST.
“The Time of Harvest will fully determine 
the CHARACTER of the two Classes speci
fied under the figure of the TARES and 
the WHEAT. The work of SEPARATION is 
given to the Angels of God, and not coo
mitted into the hands of ANY MAN.

“FALSE DOCTRINE is one of the Satahic 
influences that work IN the Church, and 
brings INTO IT “those who are UNCONVERTED 
in heart.* TM 47-8.

"As we near the Judgment all will 
manifest their TRUE CHARACTER, and it 
will be MADE PLAIN to what Company THEY 
BELONG." SG 2:201. TIsTOO.

"Oh, what a Day is before us! What 
SIFTING will there be among those who 
CLAIM to be the children of God!..Those 
who have had GREAT LIGHT and who have 
not walked in it will have DARKNESS cor
responding to the LIGHT they have DES
PISED... The Soul-Temple is to be puri
fied BY THE TRUTH... We shall have to 
meet CROOKED ELEMENTS in the World and 
in the Church. Men will come CLAIMING 
to have GREAT LIGHT; but those who have

C'22T.) GATHER to,''ether,
o(bm»m-Ration not desired, before the 
Decree bring forth, before the day pass as 
*he c>*aff, before the FIERCE ANGER of the 
ord come upon YOU..J" TItlSO FOOTNOTES'. ’ 

RRINSHEADt "GATHER at the (SDA) Sanctuary!8 
"GATHER...yea, GATHER.., 0 Nation NOT 
DESIRED!" 
0—0—0—0—0—0 < ‘ 4
"... will, under one pretext or another, go 
OUT from us. Not having received the Love 
of the TRUTH, they will be taken in the 
DELUSIONS of the Enemy; they will give heed 
to Seducing spirits and Doctrines of Devils, 
and will DEPART (from the Church?) from the’ 
FAITH... THEN will the Message of the Third 
Angel swell to a LOUD CRY." T6:400-I. . ? 

* , '■ • • -

0—0—0—0—0—0 
"... SOI® souls will yet break away from 
the DELUSIONS of the Enemy, and will REPBRT. 
and, be Converted, ihile the MASS wi31 be • 
treasuring up WRATH (SUFFERINGS OF CHRIST?) 

WRATH against the Day of WRATH." Ev. 27. 
o-o-o-o-o-o WHERE APE THESE TfXUSIONS?' 
“MANY will stand IN OUR PULPITS'with the 
Totjch of False Prophecy in their hands, 
kindled from -the Hellish Torch of Satan." 
o-o-o-o-o-o TM 409 •
"Do not think that God will woik“ a ISRACIE 
to save those weak souls who cherish Evil, 
who practice Sin; or that some supernatural 
element will be brought into their lives, 
lifting them out of self into a higher 
sphere, where it will be comparatively easy 
work, without any special EFFORT, any 
special FIGHTING, without any crucifiction 
of self; because all who (wait about!) 
DALLY on Satan’s ground for this to be done 
will PERISH with the Evildoers. THEY will 
be suddenly destroyed, and that without 
remedy." TM 453. See T2:I9CU 

DESPISE THESE WARNINGS AT YOUR 
. CNN PERU. 

—0*0-0—0—O—O—O—O—Q—O—C —0—O—O—O—O —O — O—O 
1 (Sept. 20, 196.9J 

o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—b—0—0 
The SHHIERD’S ROD aM AWAKENING I’essage 
(same thing!) - is manifestly liPOSSIBLE 
to be the Message of 1888. 

If they have destroyed all evidences of 
that Message - if they have sone Old Daniels 
or some modern Pease or some other Die-Hard 
Laodicean trying to give the Message FROM 
the Laodiceana - this cannot be the Message 
we are to expect, for it is a Message TO 
the Laodiceana. And not FROM them! the 
straight Testimony called forth by the 
counsel of the True Witness TO the Laodiceana. EXffiRIENCE in the cause of God will SEE



I6-»(^22I.) will SEE that what they present 
r **''”T 1s GF* AT DARKNESS. Men of'this

OTass vJ'l have to be treated'according to 
the specifications of the Word of God." 
o—o—o—o—o—o .Tudgi^NT TI.ri$3-4»

ARSHIF" -"CHRISTIAN SERVICE® - "EVANCSKLISM 
RH A3:332,377. Feb.II, July 21, 1896, 
0—0—O—O—O—O
THEY CHOPBED A SEKTEKCE RIGHT IN HALF HERE 
RATHER THAN PUT THIS INt 
“SONS & DAUGHTERS OF GOD“ p.2I7.
•The one-hour laborers ’will be brought in 
at the eleventh hour... OTHERS will come 
in and occupy the place THEY have left 
vacant... The record of THEIR. works in 
the Books of Heaven is, "Thou art weired 
in the Balances, and art found WAITING ,«■ 
"... Wicked’ men and TEE CHURCH harmonize 
in this hatred of the Law of God, ahcl then 
the CRISIS comes.® (This last sentence they" 
put in.) THIS THEY LEFT OUT as they chopped 
these Testimonies up on the RSH Chopping 
Block: "... They see nothing dcfWlve in 
themselves, but very ^ica io d'j<L>.r-.e in 
others... THE WORLD has con^erhel“THE “ ’ 
CHURCH. Both are in Ha? A3 
o-o-o-o-b-o DilOTxTOTEL Lpje X5, 1897. 
•...where are the wcni AiJ v?jeK:; who'are 
qualifying themselves tu ^71. hiTPCSE 
his Arts and Deceptions? .X'he- Xbosage 
to the Laodiceans is-appt: cable to tnem; 
for while cohgrati£at-,rgr upon
their Knowledge of tbb Truth* '&-7 are 
DESTITUTE of true Love anc. FaitM 
o-o-o-o-o-o 4H.4 , 1684.

DO NOT CONDER ?'?? ” ' 
"The people do not Tile tp hear the Message 
of Penroof in CONDEIOTATCIOI? of Wrong, BUT 
IT IS’ NECESSARY; we need ?t; the Soul- 
Temple must be CIE<LTSLD Ltoji i bs defile
ment." "Everr line I trace about the con-* ' 
dition of the people in the Time of. Christ,

sufficient to AROUSE the sleeping energies 
of those ^o TROFESS to know the Truth, 
then DARKNESS proportionate to the LIGHT 
which has been Shining will overtake these 

' souls." LEFT OUT OF "MY LIFE TODAY." NOT 
"THE TIME GF HAR^TEST'is a most solemn period,GOOD ENOUGH FOR "WELFARE MINISTRY" - “SCTi- 
when the Lord GATHERS His own from among 
the TARES. Those vho have been Members of 
the same Family are separated. A MARK is 
placed upon the Righteous... CHARACTER CAN
NOT THEN BE MADE OR TRANSFORMED... The pure 
Ore and the Dross will no longer coWingle." 
0—0-0—0—0—0 TH 234-6.
"The TARES and the Wheat are to grow to
gether until the HARVEST; and the HARVEST 
is the END of H?CBATIONARY TIJE." COL 72. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-e-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-0-0-0-0-0 
TO PROVE once and for all that those who go 
•OUT" do NOT go OUT of the SDA Church but 
OUT of the TROTH - if you must'believe the 
Korah, Dathhn, and Abiram doctrine that the 
Congregation will be Holy - every one of 
themj then vhat do you do with this State
ment? ’’He has said that false Brethren will, 
be found IN the Church till, the Close of 
Time." CCL 73.
0* 0^0- O—0-0--0-0— 0-0-0—0—0-0— 0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Ard if ell the Bed-Eggs go OUT - what do 
you do with this Statement:

.except thou Repent4" He will take his 
Holy Spirit FT..GM the Church, end‘give it 
to UT'.iij}’• j v■■'.'{> w.U’.a. appreciate it." NOT GOOD 
ENOUGH FO- W LBL TODAY." RH 43:273. July 
o-o-o-o-o-b • -*-•’’• 16, Z895.
Or this one: ’ ’ •
"...should the Standard fall from their 
herds< tha Lord wi.ll raise un OTHERS who 
would'he -fpithfui. & loyal." EOT GOOD ENOUGH 
FOR LIFE TODAY11 - nor any other Book 1 
RH A°:I8. Feb.7, 1893. 
0—o *0—•J—0 <x> •
Or thio one: 
"Let us duly consider the fact that we are 
to be Saved, NOT as COMPANIES, but as IN
DIVIDUALS , Fe shall be Judged according to 
the CHARACTER we HAVE FORMED. It is PERI
LOUS to neglect to JREPARE 
... WE HOT PREPARED." ^here does' that 
put B - ?) RH AS:292. Sept. 17, 1895. 
NOT PRINTED IN ANY BOOK’ 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
WHAT ELSE ARE THEY HIDING THAT IS NOT 
PRINTED IN ANY BOOK ??? 
"Never forget that we cannot assimilate' to 
the World, and be God’s people..."If the ' 
Truth for this Time, if the Signs that are 
thickening on every hand, that testify that 
the End of all things is at hand, are not

about their atti+ude toward the’ Lipht of 
the World, in which L see Danger THAT WE 
SHALL TAKE THE SATE POSITION." M A2’374. 

FOOLISH VIRGINS o-o-o-o-o-o ' fercli 4> 1890.
"Enoch walked with God" - warniag and 
CONDEMNG..," PH A6:?3O. May 3, I9H. 
(NOT GOOD ENOUGH FOR ANY BOOK^ 
o-o-o-o-o-c CHURCH TKTUidJHAOT»
"I am ins tructed, to say that these words 
(Rev.2:4,5. RHESUSj) are applicable to' 
Sev enth-dey Advend st ohr.i’ches in their 
present condition.,. UNIESS there is a 
reconversion, there will soon be such a 

>. lack of godlikesr that the Church WILL’
be represented by the barren Fig-Tree...



those #10 are Lukewarm
AEHOPJIW to the

I7-(^22l.)..• God help His people to males 
an application of this Lesson while there 
is still Time.,, God calls for a spiritual 
Revival and a spiritual Reformation, UNLESS 
TRIS TAKES PLAGE, 
will continue to grew 
Lord-* until lie will REFUSE to acknowledge 
them as His children.., 51 If the Lord be God, 
follow Him: but if Baal, then follow him,” 
Christ’s followers have no right to star# 
on the ground of NEUTRALITY. There is more 
hope rpf ah open Enemy than of one who is 
NEUTRAL... God rebukes His people... As 
they REFORM... He will strengthhn them in 
REFORMATORY action,” RH A4:385-6. Feb .25, 
1902. NOT’GOOD ENOUGH FOR “SELECTED MESSAGES” 
1:127-128.’NOT SELECTED FOR "CHRISTIAN SER
VICE” p.42. NOR ANY OTHER BOOK’ 
o-o-o-o-o-o IN LOOKING UNDER ROCKS 
and behind Stumps for the Message of 1888 
which was the Message of Rev. 1$*-’ 
this was NOT a Passage of Flattery, Which 
is the ONLY Message that Adventists will 
now accept. “They began this Satanic work 
at Minneapolis... they HATED it the more, 
because it was a Testimony AGAINST THEM.” 
IM 80. And ANY Message that is not" now a 
Testimony “AGAINST THEM” - is a spurious 
and a dangerous Message 
o-o-o-o-o-o 144,000 
To tell them that THEY are the 144,000 - 
they are ALL the 12 Tribes rolled into ONE J 
That THEY are going to go out and give the 
“LOUD CRY” and. bring in that Fabulous and." 
Mythical Multitude “that no man can Number41 - 
is but building up their Ego and Puffing up 
their Fleshly-Mlnds. This is FLATTERY - 
the Intoxicant of Satan. Thus they make God 
DEPENDENT upon THEM] Not knowing that God 
can Graft in another Branch and’CUT OFF the 
Old! To bear Fruit to His Glory. Thus the 
Holy Ghost teaches. RE TENT or'He will call 
“ANOTHER PEOPLE” and will Honor and Elevate 
the “OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL.” While the HIRELINGS 
and “DUNE DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK” will be 
“Spewn out!” And Slaughtered. T5':2II. 
“ALL” of them is the Word used there. Be
cause before 1hat the Lord’s GOLD will have 
SEPARATED from the ’Dross IN the Church - 
leaving only DROSS, T5:8I. ”.'..her great 
SCUM went not forth OUT of her: her SCUM 
shall be in the Fire.” Ezekiel 24:12.

JUDAS. '
JUDAS came into Reform and pretended to go 
by the Testimony of Jesus, But in the Crisis" 
Hour he' revealed his true Colors'. The learned 
polished Judas(Jarnes) - believed in the 
ultimate Triumph of the Church and the Kiss

the Kiss of Death he gave them was the 
Promise that Christ would lead the OLD 
CHURCH to ultimate Victory. This was the 
Message of Judas (James), Barabbas (Brins- 
meadjy and those #io SAY they are JEWS, 
but #io LIE - and ARE NOT!
o-o-o-o-o-o
NO ADVENTIST TREACHER will read this from 
any Adventist Pulpit or any Awakening
Pulpit:
“JERUSALEM is a representation of what 
THE CHURCH WILL BE if it refuses to walk 
in the Light that God has given." T8:67. 
“If we do not heed these Warnings, the 
evils that RUINED JERUSALEM will come 
upon us.” T8:I33. (This was in 1902 - 
there was an “IF” to the Testimony.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0
But in Nov.20, 1913 she wrote with no 
”ANDS“'- “IFS" - or ”BUTS« about it: ’ 
“In the closing work of God in the earth 
... in the hour of greatest peril the 
God of Elijah will raise up human in- 
strumento bear a Massage that 
wil.1 NCI BL SIEEIICED... The Voice of 
stern Rebuke will be heard. BOLDLY will 
men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the 
UNION of THE CHURCH with THE YfORLD... 
At THIS Time the GOLD will be SEPARATED 
from the DROSS,” A6:38I-2.PK 187.

THE REMNANT.
“In that Day... the REMNANT of Israel, 
and such as “are ESCAPED of the House of 
Jacob." A6:4IO. Feb.26, 1914.

THE CHURCH.... A CAGE. ' 
"The World must not be introduced into 
the Church, and married to the Church, 
forming a Bond of Unity. Through this ' 
means THE CHURCH will become indeed cor»- 
rupt, and as stated in Revelation, “A 
CAGE of every unclean and hateful bird.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o BABYLON. TM 265. 
If the NCC is not Babylon - what is it? 
NEWS-NOTE:
“HANDBOOK of the National Council of 
Churches... 1967-68-69. LIST of BFC “ 
Member groups.,• Seventh-day Adventist* 
(*Not a constituent body of the NCC but 
in fraternal relationship. NCC NOTE.) 
WEBSTER(Fraternity): A BROTHERHOOD, 
specif,:a A religious or ecclesiastical 
BROTHERHOOD. Men of the SAME CLASS, pro
fession, character, or tastes.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
"Thousands upon thousands wil-l listen’ 
who have never heard words like these. 
IN AMAZEMENT THEY HEAR THE TESTIMONY’ 
that BABYLON is THE CHURCH, FALLEN..?

GC 606-7. See 608. 8142:385. T5:8O-2.



IS-("221.) THE ORDER OF LAST DAY EVENTS.
Let it be clearly understood that the Order 
of Last-Day Events is as follows*
(1) A False Reformation - a "Gathering" of 
the Tares into Bundles to be Burned. The 
Lord of the Hardest Himself orders: “Gather 
ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING - and 
AFTER THAT - the Wheat." The Page of all 
Pages“in the Testimonies for this Time is 
GO 464tt Read on to see what this FALSE RE-' 
FORMTION will be Teaching in the Churches. 
It is the Brinsmead Movement, With "ERRORS

GC 465. “ONLY BELIEVE’" "NO EFFORT’« "FAITH 
ALONE." GC 471. These are the words you hear 
now echoing and echoing through the Halls 
of Adventism. This, together with the OMEGA 
of the "LIVING-TEMPLE" teaching.
(2) What then? Over-night, it seems - coms 
Authorities" and "Prophets" by the Score.

Some, no doubt MANY - in the direct Pay of

people who seem to know all about "spirits"
- this is something for"them to Study! But 
usually they do not need to Study - they 
go by the "spirits" that control them!) 
"... and with a malicious spirit they ATTACK

Hoehn Research Library, Drawer 1270 - GRAND FORKS, BC Canada.

stirred.,. The PCVVER attending the MBS- 
SAGE will only MIDDEN those who oppose 
it..« T'3 CBJRCH appeals to -the strong 
hand of the Civil Power, and in this 
work, PAPISTS (read the MAXWELL expose!) 
PAPISTS are solicited to come to“the 
HELP of Protestants." 1884 GC 424^5 • 

THE LOUD CRY.
DID YOU HEAR THIS IN YOUR CHURCH???

THE FOURTH ANGEL: "I saw ANOTHER Angel 
, come down from Heaven, having great 

power; and the earth was lightened with 
his Glory. And he cried mightily with a 
Strong Voice, saying, (Are YOU willing 

to say this??? Do YOU consider this to 
be LIGHT FROM HEAVEN???) BABYLON the 
great is FALLEN, is FALLEN, and is become 
■the habitation of DEVILS,., and a CAGE... 
WITH THE ADDITIONAL MENTION OF THE COR
RUPTIONS which have been entering THE 
CHURCHES since 1844.* 1884 GO 42I.EW 277.

TO COUNTER THIS MOVEMENT - SATAN has 
launched the greatest BRAINWASHING CAM
PAIGN in the History of the World through 
the SDA Church - not to "find FatfLt!" *- 
not to "Criticize I" - not to "Condemn!" 
(No - not even the Devil!) 
0—0—0—0—0—0 THE FRIENDS OF GOD’' 
TRY TO READ THIS IN YOUR CHURCH’’.’

l men APPROVE that which God APPROVES 
and CONDE W that which He CONDEMNS.»T4: 
615,173,396,180,200. TM 467,466,56,79. 
T32254,256,259,301-2. T5:592,689. 
WRITE THIS IN YOUR BOOK: NO CONDEMNATION 
- NO SEALING’ "CRY ALOUD AND’SPARE NOT!"

the CHARACTER and MOTIVES of those whd 
Stand in Defense of UNPOPULAR TRUTH... 
anything detrimental to the Christian 
integrity of those who DARE to REPROVE 
fashionable Sins. This "spirit" will inp* 
crease more and more as we near the Close 
of Time." 1884 GC 292.
o—0-0—0-0—0
BUT IN SPITE OF THIS:
"But the Spirit of God came upon them as 
it came upon Elijah, and they COULD NOT 
REFRAIN from Preaching the plain utterance! 

in relation jto CONVERSION and SAl'CTLIGATION1! of the Bible,- DOCTRINES which they had 
been reluctant to present... THUS will 
the LESS AGE of the THIRD ANGEL be pro
claimed, As the Time comes for the LOUD 
CRY to be given, the Lord will work throu^i 
humble Instruments... The Laborers will, 
be qualified rather by the unction of his 
Spirit than by'the training of literary 
‘Institution3e.o ALL WILL BE UNMASKED. By 

the Church - to "Infilterate" these Reformers, these solemn warnings the people will be 
Cynics and offbeat Egotists catering to their 
Slave-Masters or Dogmatism and Tradition - 
playing "Foot^UWootsie11 and "Piggy-Back" 
with the Drug*Luving Dynasty that has taken 
over the Adventist Institution. ’ ’ 
(3) Not wishing to become Involved - but 

Fearing for the Souls and Destiny of others 
as well as themselves, the Spirit of the 
Lord comes upon the Honest in Heart - to 
OPPOSE the Corruption that steps up in the 
Church. Mini-Skirts. Increase in Drug-Traffic, 
the Leaders of the Church OPENLY recommend
ing such things as LSD and other "MIND-EX
PANDING" Drugs to "Change your Personality," 
(All this we Documented years ago.) Along 
with "OPERATION WHITE-COAT." The Question 
arises, in this Hour of "NOT TO'CONDEMN’" 
Whether this Work is of the Lord or of the 
Devil. Here is the Answer from the ORIGINAL 
1884 GC - "The study of the Revelation di
rects the mind to the prophecies of Daniel 
... concerning EVENTS to take'place “at the 
Close of this World’s History." .1884 GC 211.
"Now, as in former ages, the presentation 
of a Truth that REPROVES the ERRORS & SINS 
of the Times, will call forth a STORM of 
Opposition. "Every one that doe th Evil HAT- 
ETH th© LIGHT, (REPROOF is LIGHT???) neither 
cometh to the LIGHT, lest his Deeds shotld 
be REPROVED.., and with a malicious spirit 
(This is something for the wonderful "spirit" "Such

615,173,396,180,200. TM 467,466,56,79.



BRINSMEAD:
Dear Friend:
This article has
been written to you with
the sense of great urgency; It is not 
intended to arouse idle curiosity, or to 
kindle casual interest. For you it is a 
LIFE AND DEATH QUESTION." p.2. "THE OPEN . 
DOOR" tract. The FIRST Paper that came to 
America via the Hudson Press on April Fool ’s 
Day - I960. See "Light from the Sanctuary*. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 pi4.TESTIMONIES: "... those UNSTABLE THEORIES, 
that have been woven together as a precious Theory, and present it as a LIFE AID DEATH 
QUESTION." SM 2:15.

TESTS THAT APE NO TESTS AT ALL - ’!! 
Again and again throughout Adventism - the 
call goes forth: "Let us heed the Counsel 
of the True Witness!" It is manifestly IM
POSSIBLE to heed the Counsel to the True 
Witness unless we know i&at that Counsel is!

19- “221. (ADDED Oct. 30, 1969.)
The nAT«T<FNEFS" are saying over and over 
again, that it is necessary to accept - 

"THE LAODICEAN MESSAGE,"
T ,V.HAPGPEAVES, “ -
Pte, I, Box 19, HOPEWELL, Ohio 43746: 
’•‘Let us heed the counsel of the True Witness 
w the Laodiceans," p.2. Aug.24,1969 letter. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

BRINSMEAD - NOT - J
BRINSMEAD: "God’s people should be at the 
Judgment NOT... The Hour of His Judgment IS 
come ...* Christ is at the Marriage. The Door 
is OPEN (Rev.3:8)... THE PRESENT CALL to the 
Judgment to partake of this Blessing is a 
LIFE ANN DEATH ISSUE for us all. It calls 
for the IMMEDIATE acceptance of the Laodi
cean Mossage... "I have set before thee an 
OPEN DOOR." p.15,21,37,65. (The Door is OPEN?) 

LIFE AND DEATH QUESTION?
TESTIMONIES: "Every phase of fanaticism and 
erroneous theories, claiming to be the truth, 
will be brought IN among the Remnant people 
of God... The devieings of men’s minds will 
invent TESTS that are N9 TESTS at all, that 
when the TRUE TEST shall be made prominent, 
it shall be considered ON A PAR with the 
MAN-MADE TESTS that have been of no value... 
Men who want te present something ORIGINAL 
will CONJURE UP things new and strange, and 
without consideration will step forward on 
these UNSTABLE THEORIES, that have been 
woven together as a precious Theory, and 
present it AS A LIFE AND DEATH QUESTION." 
Letter 126 a, 1898. SM 2:14,15. SM 1:98.

LIFE AND DEATH QUESTION? 
Banora Point, 

North New South Wales, 
AUSTRALIA.

There are many Angles from which this 
could be Studied - but suffice it to say 
that the average Adventist has NOT STUDIED 
IT AT ALL! All he has ever known about it 
is some vague reference by his Ministry 
to "Repent!" That is about all he knows

1 about it’. And that is about all the 
so-called "AWAXENERS" know about it.

The FIRST, FOREMOST, and absolute 
necessity (according to them!) is to 
REMAIN IN the Church, but "lend your In
fluence" to bring the Church to higher" 
Ground. But this was the Song and Dance

1 in the Catholic Camp in the days of 
Luther, and this was the Song and Dance 
that kept the people IN Old 'Jerusalem 
in the Days of the Apostles. This is what 
kept them FROM reaching HIGHER GROUND!

"Lending^their Influence" but resulted 
in going' deeper and deeper into' Apostasy. 
Since the 1950 Period - which began the 
Call to Reform - and especially in the 
Days since the "AWAXENERS" - the Church 
has NEVER ^’vanced so far or so fast - 
INTO' AFOSTASi! Certainly they have not 
reversed the Trend one Iota! We could 
list 100 things that have really first 
gone into High-Gear SINCE the AWAXENERS! 
So what "INFLUENCE" did they Lend - ???

Holy Candles. Holy Crosses. All-night 
Prayers. Dial-a»Prayer. Operation White- 
Coat. X-Mass. Easter. Billy Graham. NCC. 
WCC. UN. Black Revolution. Mini-Skirts. 
Quackery Congresses. Dr. Stare. Flourine. 
Salk-Sabine. Blood-Transfusions. LLU. 
LSD. Civil Defense. Union of Church and 
State in Hospitalization Programmes. 
Evangelical Alliance. (GC 445. )By Faith 
AL0NE!(GC 471.) "I ABA SAVED! COL 154-5. 
NO EFFORT. SEP 24. CCR 15-20. (GC 471.’ “ 
EW 270.) DO NOT CONDEMN! (T4:6I5.T3:254)
O-O"O-O“O«O
With the so-called "AWAXENERS® in most 
cases Cheering them on! Must not "find 
Fault" - you know. Especially with the 
so-called, alleged, and mythical "BRETH
REN." No matter what they do, no matter 
the extent of the APOSTASIES 3c ABOJfCNATIONS 
they are still, First and Foremost and 
all the Time - STILL "BRETHREN!" 
o«o-b-o-o-o
There was a similar Class (at least Sr. 
White said they were a SIMILAR CLASS!} 
in the Days of the Apostles - who also ~ 
had to meet the "PEOPLE OF GOD" who were 
for sure "CHILDREN OF ABRAHAM" (ACCORDING 
to THEM!) But according to the TESTIMONY 
OF THE TRUE WITNESS they were



u
M

p.242. 1884 GO. “Here is brought to 
view THE CHURCH living in the Last Days.' 
GC 393. “The coining of the Bridegroom 
was at MIDNIGHT,- the DARKEST Hour... 
SATAN will work with all power... by the 
rapidly increasing DARKNESS, the multi
tudinous ERRORS, HERESIES, and DELUSIONS 
... his Deceptions are leavening THE 
PROFESSED CHURCHES of our Lord Jesus 
Christ. THE GREAT APOSTASY will develop 
into DARKNESS, deep as MIDNIGHT, impene
trable as Sackcloth of Hair." COL 414# 

ONE THING IT IS CERTAIN.
"One thing it is certain is soon to be 
realized,- the GREAT APOSTASY, which is 
developing and increasing and waxing 
stronger, and WILT. CONTINUE’ TO DO SO 
until the Lord shall descend from Heaven 
with a Shout..; DEPARTING FROM THE FAITH 
and giving heed to seducing spirits and 
doctrines of Devils." Series B7t$6-7. 
"This will, continue to be as long as 
Time shell last." SM2:3S9. LS 431.
0-0-0-0-0-0
"SATAN... knows if they SLEEP a little 
longer he is SURE of them, for their 
DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN." SG 4161.

DOCTRINES OF DEVILS -
"MANY will stand in OUR Pulpits with the 
Torch of False Prophecy in their hands, 
kindled from the Hellish Torch of “SATAN." 
o-o-o-o-o-o TM 409.
"Men of LEARNING and POSITION... MANY 
have exalted" SCIENCE... Those who have 
been regarded as WORTHY and. RIGHTEOUS

o-o-o-o-o-o T 5:82,212•
HERE WE SEE THE CHURCH.

"Here we see that THE CHURCH - the Lord’s 
Sanctuary - was the FIRST to feel the 
stroke of the WRATH of God. THE ANCIENT 
MEN... "Peace & Safety" is the Cry from 
... THESE DUMB DOGS... all perish to
gether." T5J2II. RH A2:I05.

THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY.
If there is any STRAIGHTER TESTIMONY - 
I do not know what it is. All I know is 
that some who CLAIM they are giving itj 
are NOT giving it - but wrapping it up." 
It is a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" also called. 
"THE STRAIGHT TRUTH" and. it is "THE 
SOLEMN TESTIMONY upon which the DESTINY 
of THE CHURCH - HANGS ’" EW 270. TI:I8I.

According to the ADVENTISTS and 
according to the AWAKENERS - the DESTINY 
of THE CHURCH - hangs on NOTHING’ It is 
PREDESTINATED and INFALLIBLE - but here 
it says it HANGS in the BALANCES’

aim a Testimony aimed at THEM (to the Leaders) prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY." 
and for them to aim it at the 1.EMSERSHIPJ.’J 
For each ONE of the MESSAGES to the SEVEN 
CHURCHES is to the ANGELS (LEADERS ’) of the 
Churches.’ That THEY, the LEADERS - are to 
REPENT | Of what THEY have been up to! Or 
else| Or else WHAT? Or else I will remove 
thy CANDLESTICK out of his place I What is 
the CANDLESTICK? The Church-MEMBERSHIP that 
UFHOLDS-SUPPORTS-FEEDS-THE-FAT MAINTAINS 
THE LIGHT OF THE LEADERSHIP’ AA 586. Else 
they would become FALIEN STARS’ 

FALLEN STARS - ’ ‘
"Many a STAR that we have admired for its 
brilliancy will then go OUT in DARKNESS." 
T5:8I. (Go OUT of the CHURCH? No, no, no’ 
Go OUT of the TRUTH. Go OUT of the LIGHT. 
But REMAIN ever so firmly IN the Church 1) 

BY WHAT AUTHORITY DO WE SAY - 
that to go into DARKNESS - they RETAIN in 
THE CHURCH??? By this AUTHORITY: 
"In the Parable ef the TEN VIRGINS,Matt.25> 
the experience of ADVENTISTS is illustsrated."

20- ^221. And this is that very same Issue 
right here and right now. WERE they the 
"People of God?" WERE they that U*NCONDITION- 
ALLY? Or on CONDITION that they BEHAVE - ? 
And DID they Behave - ? Or did they FALL 
prom their High and. Holy Calling - ? And is 
that the exact WHY of the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY 
TO (not FROM!) the LAODICEANS? And just how 
Important IS that Testimony? Ard. just what 
IS it’s Message? Who is it TO? And. WHO is it 
FROM? No - do not think you have all the 
Answers - for you certainly DO NOT - t 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o*o-o-o-o-o*o-o-o-d-o-o 
We may not have ALL the Answers, either * 
but we certainly do have SOI®’
(1) FTRST'of all - -who is it FROM - ? Rev.3: 
14. "These things saith the AMFN."(Christ;)
(2) SECOND - who is it TO - ? "TO the Laodi- 
ceans?" No, no, no’ Well - to "THE CHURCH" 
then! No, no, no! "And unto the ANGEL of 
THE CHURCH of the LAODICEANS." Rev .3:14.
(A) From CHRIST - (b) To the SPIRIT (3:13)- 
(c) To JOHN (Rov;T:4) - (D) To the SEVEN 

CHURCHES (Pev.I:4?II) - (E) To the ANCELS- 
STARS of the SEVEN CHURCHES-CAFIFESTICKS. 
(Rev.1:2©. 2:1.) RH“A2:I4I, EP 348. DA 280. 
T6:4IS. AA 586. T6?4I3. DA 106. RH' A4?52l.
(3) In its strictest or absolute sense, then- 
it is FOR the CANDLESTICK-MEIBERSHIP to know 
about - but it is TO the STARS-ANCEIS-LEADER- 
SHIP of the Church! So you see it would be
a very strange Paradox if the PREACHERS of 
the Church would begin to give that Message 
TO THEMSELVES! And not to mention MUCH WORSE 
if they presume to by-pass themselves and. '



-^221.
MLN He has promised to Bless ONLY THOSE who 

come to Him in Spirit and in TRUTH, The 
Fate of those who make a Lie and of those 
who believe that Lie - is plainly record
ed, In the Lake of Fire. Rev. 22:15.
O—O—0—0—0—0
One of the biggest Lies that some people 
believe - is when they say they are 

of Rome is something that is DEAD - by itself. 
What made it ALIVE and World-Fa: ous was 
what went on in there. The Sports. The Races, 
The Duels. The Gladiators. The Lions. The 
Slaves. The Action of the El.ace, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
The Subject of the Sanctuary involves the

of Faith and declare what Judge and 
Jury will maize of this Case - BEFORE 
IT EVEN SITS - ? This is what BABYLON 
wants you to do as its Minions ask you 
to BY-PASS THAT COURT - by Judging 
YOURSELF? This is where BALLANGER 
attacked the Testimonies and the Third 
Angel2s Message, Instead of the Hour' 
of HIS J'.:(6gment is come - they declared 
it go be 5 Inmifferable” to WAIT for 
the uncertain outcome. They had no' 
Patience of the Saints, They wanted 
to KNCW that they were Saved and. they 
wanted to know it NdV * With the mind, 
of the PHARISEE - they went down to 
their House - DESTITUTE ’ Just like -the 
Jews vjho thought they were the ONLY" 
PEOPLE that God has on Earth, Puffed 
up in their Fleshly minds,

“I AM SAVED’*’
• ’’There is nothing so offensive to God, 

,,, Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, 
the most INCURABLE.” COL 154-5.
o-o-o-o-o-o
’’The work of SEPARATION is given to 
the Angels of God, and not committed 
into the hands of any man.” TM 47. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
In the solemn Shadow of the Judgment- 
it is nothing short of Sickening to 
see a people strutting about, like the 
Jews in Old Jerusalem just before its 
Destruction - so certain SURE that God 
was on their Side. Did not the ’’Writ
ings of Moses11 say so - ? But they 
failed to consider the other Side of 
the Covenant - “IF NOT!” Then I will 
turn your Blessings into Cursings. 
But it was much more Popular for the 
Priesthood just to read about the 
Blessings. As the Psychologists now " 
do also. That “Blessed Assurance!” Or 
is it only “Carnal Security?”

?T. ^221. “WEIGHED IN THE BALANCES.”
AD* j I makri a great, deal out of being 
“AUTHORITIES'* on the Heavenly Sanctuary. 
But anyone who says: “I AM SAVED’”' - is 
casting the Sanctuary to the Ground.
O—w*-Or—S*’ G'U

The Subject of the Sanctuary includes much 
more than the Building itself. The Coliseum

’’SAVED.” Have you looked in the Books? 
Do you know what the Angel recorded? 
Are you Sure the Record has been wiped 
Clean - ? To the satisfaction of the 
4 & 20 Elders - the 4 Beasts - the 
Prosecuting Attorney and all - ?

Would you call Presumption by the name 
Heavenly Father on the Throne'of the Universe. 
His Son the Lawyer or Mediator. The inhabi
tants of other Worlds as Spectators". The 
Angels as Witnesses. The BUILDING or TEMPLE 
by itself, then - fades'into insignificance. 
The attention is focused and. rapt on the 
Participants Nh^t the Building houses. And 
the final attention of ALL is finally focused 
on the BOOKS. WHAT IS WRITTEN IN THE BOOKS? 
o—o—o—o—o—o 
This Scene is a Court Scone, 
Court Scenes have many Surprises, 
The one thought Guilty - is often proven 
NOT GUILTY, And the one thought not Guilty 
is often proven beyond a Shadow of a Doubt 
to be GUILTY. In the Courts in this Land, 
one can APPEAL the Case on the strength 
that a MISTAKE was made - but from this 
Court - there is NO APPEAL because nd mis
take has been made. If the 1,000 year Court 
can be called an APPEAL Court - it will only 
make matters Worse - for now ADDL’D to the 
WITNESS of the RECORDING ANGELS, with Finger- 
Prints and Photographs and all - will, be 
ADDED the direct Testimony of the Saints, 
during the 1,660 yr. Court, and. at the END 
of the 1,000 years - the Wicked will Bow 
and. Confess their own Sins! Each step only 
makes the case more Hopeless. There is only 
ONE WAY to change that Court-Scene and 
Sentence - and that is to Confess and For- 
sako - NO J Get the right Lawyer working 
on the Case - NO J Delay is Dangerous. 
This is what the Sanctuary is ell about. 
This is Justification by Faith, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
Now you can expect to find Shysters who 
will promise great Results - for a Dollar. 
They will point to themselves as the Way 
of Salvation, but: ’’BELIEVE THEM NOT’” 
There is only ONE MEDIATOR between God and 
man. Find Him and your Case is Non.
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If a Mother loves - not too Wisely - but 
too well. - if she sticks up for that hood
lum'no matter what he does. Always'defends 
him. Always bails him out. Never criticizes. 
Never finds fault - does that do that Boy 
any GOOD - ?
0-0—0—O—O—0
Certainly what he needs is some rood old- 
fashioned CONDE WING J To put him in his place. 
To open his eyes up* Without which he will 
NEVER change. We all know this.

What we may not know is that a CHURCH 
can become a Den of Thieves & Murderers in 
exactly the same way J THE REKEDY IS CORREC
TION! "CRY ALOUD & SPARE NOT!"

Some would SPARE them - and in ding 
this - they are doing the Work of the Devil. 
And can expect to receive - the Devil’s 
Reward. A STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LUKEWARM 
LAODICEANS IN MIDNIGHT DAR^ESS - is not a 
Testimony that tells them they are in the 
LIGHT and soon, soon « they will give the 
"LOUD CRY’" It is GOD’S PEOPLE that will 
give the LOUD CRY - NOT Seventh-day Adventists!

THE HIDDEN ONES!
Did you read about the Call going’to' 
the Highways and Byways? Did you read 
about the ‘’HIDDEN ONES" coming to 
View - ? And the Ilth. Hour, men-? 
Which would you rather be - the smug 
know-it-all Jews - or the persecuted 
and unrecognized FISHERMEN - ?

o-o-o-o-b-o
After the Judgment is over - 
After the Battle is Won - 
Hard as it may appear now - 
How glad we will be then - 
To have taken the right Side. 
Let us take the Right side - 
Even if it means the Loss of all, 
0—0—0—0—0**0
And if you take the right Side - 
You cannot take the Seventh-day 
Adventist side.,For they are Wrong, 
Their loro of the World - has 
Eclipsed their love of Right.
T’nl:; has gon? so far and so deep - 
that tl'.e only solution now is in 
Separation,, 5iC:ome out from among 
them, and be ye SEPARATE,11 B7:64120-')» 
o-o-o-o-o-o
A FEW saved - becomes a MULTITUDE, 
Not to use Drugs - means to USE THEM. 
And the same Laodicean Wind reads: 
the Mdnight Hour Message: “Go ye OOT 
to meet Him!" and concludes that this 
means to REMAIN RIGHT THEREAs the 
Jews did that perished in Jerusalem.

"SATAN was trying his every Art 
to HOLD THEM -here they WERE, until 
the Sealing was past.,, and they left 
WITHOUT A SHELTER from the burning ’ 
Wrath of God, in the 7 last Plagues." 
o-o-o-o-o-o EW 44.
“I saw that God has Honest children 
among the nominal ADVENTISTS and the 
fallen Churches, and before the Plagues 
shall be poured out, ministers and 
people will be called OUT from these 
Churches and will gladly receive the 
Truth. SATAN KNOWS THIS;' and BEFORE 
the LOUD CRY of the Third Angel is 
given, he raises an EXCITEMENT in these 
religious bodies, that those v^ho have 
rejected the Truth may THINK that God 
is with them,., But the LIGHT will- 
Shine, and all who are HONEST will" 
LEAVE the FALLEN CHURCHES, and take ' 
their stand with the REMNANT." EW 261.

Hoehn'Research Library, 
Drawer 1270,

i Grand Forks, BC Canada.

22- 4221. "SHEWN OUT!" means "GOING THROUGH!" 
o lecher dealing’"in the Positive" will

dare to read T6i408. Net in any Seventh-day 
Adventist Church. I would like to see what' 
'•ov;'id. happen if ONE DIDj He would be called 
: r’x ' tv.i Carpet FOR SURE* Taking away that

Assurance, not in God - but in THEM! 
.<t would be better to doubt God - than to 
i'c-bt ’IDEM5 The Preacher that can Sear his 
Conscience to the extent of Preaching on 
"THE CERTAINTY OF. OUR SALVATION" will" be 
sure io win a High-Seat in the Sanhedrin - 
even if his skin is Black! This is a SLAVE- 
to men’s opinions. It is NOT in view of 
the Judgment.

" WEIGHED IN THE BALANCES.' 
CHURCH TRIUMPHANT -Sr. White said so - ??? 
SRo WHITE SAID:
"In the Balances of the Sanctuary the Sev-' 
enth-day Adventist CHURCH is to be Weighed. 
SHE WILL BE JUDGED... IF her spiritual ex
perience does not Correspond... IF the 
blessings corf gved have NOT QUALIFIED HER 
to do the Work (What sort of an "IF" is 
this - ? You haver h6ard this Kind of an 
"IF" from your Preacher - did you - ???) 
... on her will be pronounced the SENTENCE: 
"FOUND WANTING(Read on ’) T8 :RZ7. 
c-o-o-o-o-o (Yes - read on! Read 250,) 
"Let A CHURCH become proud and boastful... 
sad THAT CHURCH will surely be LEFT by’the 
Lord, to be brought down to the ground." 127. 
o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 **6—0—0—0—0—O—G—O—0—0—0—0


